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Abstract 

Cochlear implants (Cis) are prosthetic devices used to partially restore hearing for pro
found and severely deaf individuals. Cis convert sounds into electrical pulses which stim
ulate the auditory nerve fibers. An accurate model of auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) would 
help in improving the functionality of Cis. Previous studies have shown that the original 
Hodgkin-Huxley (1952) model (with kinetics adjusted for mammalian body temperature) 
may be better at describing nodes of Ranvier in ANFs than models for other mammalian 
axon types. However, the Hodgkin-Huxley model is still unable to explain a number of 
phenomena observed in auditory nerve responses to CI stimulation, such as short-term and 
long-term adaptation, the time-course of relative refractoriness, and stimulus-dependent 
random fluctuations in membrane threshold. Recent physiological investigations of spiral 
ganglion cells have shown the presence of a number of ion channel types not considered 
in the previous modelling studies, including low-threshold potassium (JKLT) channels and 
hyperpolarization-activated cation (h) channels. 

In this thesis, inclusion of these ion channel types in a stochastic Hodgkin-Huxley 
model is investigated. Four versions of the model are formed and compared: that is, 
the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model, the standard model with /h only added, the stan
dard model with /KLT only added, and finally, the standard model with both h and /KLT 
added. Two group of responses are explored: i) single-pulse responses and ii) pules-train 
responses. For the single pulse responses, a charge-balanced biphasic stimulus pulse is 
used. The effect of varying the pulse-width and the interphase gap is investigated for 
both leading phase polarities. Results are compared to responses for single monophasic 
stimulus pulses in some cases. Pulse-train responses are investigated for charge-balanced 
depolarizing-phase leading biphasic pulses at rates of 200, 800, and 2000 pulsejs. 

Results from single-pulse responses show an increase in spike threshold when one or 
both of these channel types are included. The addition of /KLT increases random threshold 
fluctuations in the stochastic model, particularly for longer pulse widths. For pulse-train 
responses, rapid adaptation in spike rate may be resulting from /KLT whereas /h produces 
slower "short-term" adaptation. Thus, the simulation results suggest that including /KLT 
and/or h in a Hodgkin-Huxley model improves the accuracy of the model in describing 
auditory nerve fiber responses during cochlear implant stimulation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introducti()D 

Cochlear implants <Cis) are prosthetic devices used to partially restore hearing for 
severely and profoundl~r deaf individuals. Cis convert speech signals into electrical pulses 
that stimulate auditory nerve fibers (ANFs). In other words, they bypass the auditory pe
ripheral structure (the pinna to the auditory nerve) and attempt to resemble the function 
of the hair cells in converting mechanical waves into electrical signals. The ANFs in tum 
encode the signal in the form of spikes (or action potentials) and transfer them to higher au
ditory processing centers in the brain. The AN is the only path for the signal in its journey 
from the Cis' stimulating electrodes to the central system, such that the auditory nerve may 
act as a "bottle-neck" in the signal path. Many details about the physiology underlying the 
auditory nerve are well--known, however some are still unclear and need more investigation. 
Stochastic ion channel:; are the functional units for action potential generation. These ion 
channels vary in their type and distribution density at the nodes of Ranvier along the axon. 
Consequently, it has be en argued that part of the speech processing takes place in the audi
tory nerve (AN) as well as in the central auditory system. Thus, to get more insight about 
how the ANFs encode the signal, a good understanding of the ion-channels' functionality 
is needed. A compuu.tional model of these ion channels will presumably explain many 
phenomena observed during CI stimulation of the ANFs and help in developing improved 
cochlear implants. 

1.1 Scope of 'Work 

Data extracted from physiological experiments on animals are very important when 
studying the physiology of different biological systems such as the nervous system. How
ever, these experiments are hard to set up, expensive and need a lot of regulations. Com
putational simulatiom utilize these data to implement models that mimic the real system. 
Although these models are useful in explaining many features of the modelled system, 
yet they are based sonetimes on many assumptions, limited by the available experimental 
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data and the computational power, and are designed specifically to model a particular phe
nomenon. For instance, building a complete model for the whole nervous system, or even 
the auditory system alone, is a massive problem. One way to get around this problem is 
to divide the single system into discrete compartments and model each independently. The 
auditory nerve for instance is composed of bundles of nerve fibers; each fiber has a cell 
body and an axon; the active regions in an axon are the nodes of Ranvier which divides the 
axon into segments. Thus a model that describes a single node of Ranvier can act as the 
building block for a whole neuron model. ANFs and their observed physiological proper
ties have been implemented into computational models. Yet, many of these models do not 
fully explain the physiological and psychophysical properties of the ANFs. This informa
tion is important in Cis research and in understanding the mechanism by which sound is 
conveyed. 

The objective of this thesis is to model a whole node of Ranvier of an auditory nerve 
fiber and inject stimuli similar to those used in cochlear implants. Many models in the liter
ature have been developed to interpret responses of ANFs to CI stimulation. In this study, 
the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model is modified to incorporate voltage-gated ion channels 
not included in previous AN models. These channels are believed to have an impact on 
the response of the membrane to electrical stimulation. Thus, a better understanding of the 
mechanism by which the AN encodes CI stimulation could be achieved. Simulation results 
are compared to both the available physiological data and results from previous models in 
the literature to evaluate the validity and accuracy of the proposed model. 

1.2 Contribution of this Work 

Adding stochastic voltage-gated ion channels, such as the low-threshold potassium 
(KLT) and the hyperpolarization-activated cation (HCN) channels, to the classical fast 
sodium and delayed rectifier potassium in a Hodgkin-Huxley based model for ANFs has 
not been fully explored in previous models. Recent experimental studies have shown the 
presence of these channels at different regions across the auditory pathways, such as the 
ventral cochlear nucleus, the spiral ganglion, and the auditory nerve (Chen, 1997; Rothman 
and Manis, 2003a; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006). KLT and HCN each has an effect on the 
membrane response properties and action potential characteristics. 

The single-pulse and the pulse-train responses of the model are evaluated. The model 
is able to account for the positive correlation between random threshold fluctuations and 
phase duration of the stimulus pulse when /KLT is included (with or without /h) which is 
consistent with data from cat ANFs (Bruce et al., 1999c). It has been shown that these 
random fluctuations are physiologically and psychophysically significant (Verveen, 1960; 
Bruce et al., 1999c; Ferguson et al., 2003). 

Reduction in spike rate in response to pulse trains over a long period of time is ob
served during electrical and acoustical stimulation. However, previous models did not fully 
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explain the source of th s phenomenon. The model described in this report has the ability 
to imitate rapid and short-term adaptation when adding IKLT and Ih, respectively, which is 
consistent with data rec,)rded from cat ANF stimulation (Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 
2008). Therefore this model could more accurately explain many phenomena associated 
with CI stimulation of the AN. 

1.3 Thesis Layout 

This thesis is compo;ed of seven chapters (including this chapter). Following this chap
ter, chapter 2 gives a general background about the anatomy of the ear and physiology of 
hearing. A brief introdllction about nerve physiology and voltage-gated ion channels is 
provided. The final subsection of the chapter explains in brief types of hearing impairment 
and the theory of operat[on of cochlear implants. Chapter 3 is a literature review that sum
marizes most of the related published literature and highlights problems that the present 
study is attempting to solve. Full descriptions of the model, equations, and stochastic algo
rithm used are given in chapter 4. Simulation results are divided between chapters 5 and 6, 
presenting the model single-pulse and pulse-train responses, respectively. Each of 5 and 6 
ends with a discussion ~•ection in which the results are related to the published literature. 
Finally, chapter 7 concludes this study with the summary of findings. Suggested future 
work is also included. 

1.4 Related Publications 

The following publi~~ations have been conducted by the author during the progress of 
this thesis, in conjunction with the thesis supervisor, Dr. Ian C. Bruce. 

Negm, M. H., and Bruce, I. C. (2008). "Effects of Ih and IKLT on the Response of the 
Auditory Nerve to Electrical Stimulation in a Stochastic Hodgkin-Huxley Model," in Pro
ceedings of 30th Annual International Conference of the IEEE EMBS, IEEE, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada, pp. 5539-5542. 

Negm, M. H., and Bruce, I. C. (2008). "Effects of Ih and IKLT in a stochastic Hodgkin
Huxley auditory nerve model," in Abstracts of the 31st ARO Midwinter Research Meeting, 
Phoenix, AZ. 

Negm, M. H., and Brucf:, I. C. (2007). "A computational model for stochastic ion channels 
in the auditory nerve," in Abstracts of Workshop on Mathematical Neuroscience, Centre de 
recherches mathematiques, Universite de Montreal, Quebec. 

A journal paper is being prepared for submission. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 Overview 

Prosthetic devices a~e used to act as a replacement for malfunctioning organs or parts 
in the human body. In order to design such devices in a way that closely mimics the 
complex structures of the body, a deep understanding of the anatomical structures and 
clinical physiology of these organs is required. Cochlear implants (Cis) or bionic ears are 
examples of prosthetic devices. A CI is an electronic device implanted inside the cochlea 
of a severely deaf person to partially restore hearing. A full understanding of the anatomy 
and physiology of the auditory system is helpful in appreciating how Cis function and to 
develop improved Cis. 

In this chapter, an introduction to the anatomy and physiology of the auditory system 
is given. The primary emphasis is on the auditory nerve and ion channels. The basic 
components and theory of operation of Cis are also discussed. 

2.2 Anatomy and Physiology of the Auditory System 

Perception of sound in mammals is a very complex process. Sound waves picked up by 
the ear are transferred via several complex and precise stages to the brain for higher pro
cessing levels. The organs involved in the sound perception process are known as the audi
tory system. The human auditory system is sensitive to sound frequencies between 20 Hz 
to 20,000 Hz at various intensity levels (from around 0 to 120 dB SPL). 

2.2.1 Anatomy of the Auditory System 

The auditory system can be divided into the peripheral and central auditory systems. 
The peripheral auditory system, Fig. 2.1, is further divided into three regions: (1) the ex
ternal ear; (2) the middle ear; and (3) the inner ear, including the auditory nerve (AN). The 
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Figure 2.1: The human peripheral auditory system. (Modified from Clark (2003), and 
reprinted with kind permission from Dr. G. Clark and Springer Science+ Business Media.) 

central auditory pathways extend from the cochlear nucleus (CN) to the auditory cortex in 
the brain. 

2.2.1.1 The External Ear 

The external (outer) ear includes the auricle (pinna), external auditory canal, and eardr
um (tympanic membrane). The pinna directs the sound waves into the external auditory 
canal. The special geometry of the pinna helps in sound localization. The eardrum, a thin 
semitransparent membrane, separates the external ear from the middle ear. 

2.2.1.2 The Middle Ear 

The middle ear extends from the tympanic membrane to the oval and round windows 
in the cochlea. It is located in an air-filled cavity in the temporal bone. The middle ear is 
connected to the nasopharynx through the auditory tube (Eustachian tube). The auditory 
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tube is responsible to keep the pressure inside the middle ear equal to atmospheric pressure. 
Sound waves are passed from the eardrum to the cochlea by three consecutive bones known 
as the auditory ossicles. They are named the malleus, incus, and stapes and are known to 
be the smallest bones in the body. The internal surface of the ear drum is attached to the 
handle of the malleus. The head of the malleus articulates with the incus which in turn 
articulates with the stapes. The footplate of the stapes rests on the membrane of the oval 
window in the cochlea. 

2.2.1.3 The Inner Ea1r 

The inner ear (labyrinth) is a complicated bony structure (bony labyrinth) which en
closes the membranous labyrinth. The inner ear can be subdivided into the semicircular 
canals, the vestibule, and the cochlea. The semicircular canals and the vestibule contain 
receptors for equilibriu:n, whereas the cochlea contains receptors for hearing. The area 
between the bony labyrinth and the membranous labyrinth is filled with perilymph while 
the membranous labyrinth is filled with endolymph. The endolymph has a higher potas
sium ion concentration more than any other extracellular fluid. The inner ear is innervated 
by the vestibulocochlea~ nerve (cranial nerve VIII), which is divided into two portions, (1) 
the vestibular nerve, which supplies the semicircular canals and the vestibule; and (2) the 
cochlear nerve (auditory nerve), which supplies the cochlea. 

The cochlea is a sm.il-shaped bony spiral canal. The central region is called the modi
olus. The cochlea makes almost three turns around its central region. The cochlea is com
posed of three channels, i) scala vestibuli, which contains perilymph and ends at the oval 
window; ii) scala tympani, which also contains perilymph and ends at the round window; 
iii) the cochlear duct (scala media), which contains endolymph. The scala vestibuli is con
nected to the scala tympani through a small opening at the apex called the helicotrema. The 
scala vestibuli is separc:.ted from the cochlear duct by the vestibular membrane (or Reiss
ner's membrane), while the basilar membrane separates the scala tympani and the cochlear 
duct. Fig. 2.2 shows a cross section of one turn of the cochlea. 

The organ of Corti or the spiral organ lies on the basilar membrane (Fig. 2.3). Em
bedded in the organ of Corti are the hair cells. There are about 16,00 hair cells, which 
act as hearing recepton., divided into two groups, the inner hair cells (IHCs) and the outer 
hair cells (OHCs). The IHCs and OHCs synapse with the cochlear (auditory) nerve at their 
basal end. The OHCs are arranged in three rows and synapse with about 90% of the effer
ent neurons (motor necrons), whereas the IHC are arranged in one row and synapse with 
90-95% of the afferent neurons (first-order sensory neurons) in the cochlear nerve (Tortora 
and Derrickson, 2003). A hair bundle of stereocilia at the apical end of each hair cell ex
tends into the endolyii ph of the cochlear duct. Each hair bundle contains about 30-100 
stereocilia of graded length. The tectorial membrane covers the hair cells and is in contact 
with tallest stereocilia. 
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McMaster University- School of Biomedical Engineering 
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Figure 2.2: A cross section in the human cochlea. The section in through one turn of the 
cochlea (Modified from Clark (2003), and reprinted with kind permission from Dr. G. 
Clark and Springer Science+Business Media). 

2.2.2 Physiology of the Auditory System 

Sound waves enter the ear from the pinna and travel through the external auditory canal 
until they strike the eardrum, causing the eardrum to vibrate back and forth. The vibration 
of the eardrum causes the malleus in the middle ear to vibrate. Consequently, the incus and 
stapes vibrate successively. The vibration is then transmitted to the oval window through 
the footplate of the stapes. The perilymph of the scala vestibuli moves proportionally to 
the vibration of the oval window. The auditory ossicles match the impedance difference 
between the sound air pressure waves in the external ear and fluid pressure waves of the 
perilymph inside the cochlea by amplifying the vibration velocity at the oval window 20 
times more than that at the eardrum. 

The vigorous vibration of the oval window displaces the perilymphatic fluid inside the 
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Outer hair cHIIs Tectorial membrane 

Basilar membrane 

Figure 2.3: An enlargement of the organ of Corti. The section in through one tum of the 
cochlea. (Modified from Clark (2003), and reprinted with kind permission from Dr. G. 
Clark and Springer Science+Business Media.) 

scala vestibuli towards the scala tympani, through the helicotrema, causing the round win
dow to bulge outwards. Fluid pressure deflects the basilar membrane upwards and down
wards. The endolymph displacement in cochlear duct follows that of the perilymph as the 
vibration is transferred by the basilar membrane. Vibrations in the basilar membrane stim
ulate hearing receptors at the organ of Corti by moving the hair cells' stereocilia against the 
tectorial membrane. As the basilar membrane moves upwards or downwards, the hair cells' 
stereocilia bend. At this point the mechanical vibrations are transformed into electrical sig
nals. The direction of bending of the the stereocilia of the hair cells determines the type 
of membrane potential response. If it is towards the longest stereocilium, the movement 
is depolarizing and if it is in the opposite direction, then the movement is hyperpolarizing. 
Hair cells synapse with auditory nerve fibers at their bases, leading to the generation of 
impulses in the nerve. Cell bodies of ANFs are located in the spiral ganglion where their 
axons -about 30,000- form the cochlear nerves. Sound information is then conveyed to 
the central nervous system. 
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Figure 2.4: A Schematic showing the frequency tuning property in the cochlea. The basilar 
membrane at the basal end vibrates maximally in response to high frequencies while the 
apical end is best suited for low frequencies. Between the two extremities ranges of fre
quencies varies. (Modified from Sachs et al. (2002, fig.l.B,p.158) and reprinted with kind 
permission from Springer Science+Business Media.) 

Sound wave frequency and intensity are encoded in the cochlea. Regions of the basilar 
membrane along the cochlea do not respond equally to various frequencies. Certain re
gions resonate more in response to a particular frequency. The basal region of the cochlea 
is stiffer and vibrates more to higher frequencies, whereas in the apical region the basilar 
membrane vibrations to low frequencies are maximal. In other words, the tonotopic charac
teristic of the basilar membrane acts somewhat like a Fourier analyzer or bank of bandpass 
filters, whereby waves are dissected into their frequency components. This is known as the 
place principle, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Another method used by the cochlea to encode low 
frequencies -typically below 5kHz- is the volley principle. Therein, volleys of nerve 
impulses are phase locked at the sound frequency. 

Intensity is determined by the magnitude of basilar membrane vibration. Louder sounds 
have higher intensities that cause the basilar membrane to vibrate intensely. The increase 
in the vibrations is translated into nerve impulses at higher discharge rates. Sound intensity 
is coded also by the population of firing nerves. 
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2.2.2.1 Central Auditory Pathways 

The central auditory system transfers sound signals from the cochlear nerve up to the 
auditory cortex in the brain. It starts at the cochlear nuclei located at the upper part of the 
medulla. All ANFs of :he cochlear nerves from each ear synapse in the cochlear nuclei. 
Most of the second-ordt::r neurons originating from each cochlear nucleus pass to the supe
rior olivary nucleus in the contralateral side. Some of the neurons do not cross to the other 
side and pass to the superior olivary nucleus in the same side. Most of the fibers from the 
superior olivary nuclem pass directly to the inferior colliculus, while other fibers synapse 
first at the laterallemni~cus nucleus then pass to the inferior colliculus. All fibers from the 
inferior colliculus synar se at the medial geniculate nucleus. Finally, the auditory radiations 
pass the neural information to the auditory cortex located in the superior gyrus of the tem
porallobe. The core nuclei of the auditory pathways maintain the tonotopic representation 
of frequencies from the cochlea and all the way to the cortex. Each stage in the auditory 
pathway is responsible for performing a certain function in the sound encoding. Fig. 2.5 
demonstrates a simplified schematic of the central auditory pathways. 

2.2.3 Auditory Nerve Fibers 

Auditory nerve fibe·s (ANFs) are responsible for carrying auditory information from 
the cochlea to higher processing levels in the brain (Fig.2.6). ANFs synapse with hair cells 
inside the cochlea. Cell bodies are located in the spiral ganglia at different regions along 
the cochlea, where each region resonates to a specific band of frequencies. Axons extend 
outward from the cell bodies to form the cochlear nerve. The cochlear nerve then combines 
with the vestibular nerve to form the vestibulocochlear nerve. Axons of ANFs terminate at 
the cochlear nucleus. 

2.2.3.1 The Neuron 

The building unit of ANFs, and the nervous system in general, is the neuron. An exam
ple of a typical neuron is shown in Fig. 2. 7. A neuron is composed of four main parts, ( 1) 
dendrites, which act as the input; (2) cell body (soma), which contains the cell nucleus; (3) 
the axon, which is the longest portion of the neuron; ( 4) axon terminals at which the axon 
splits into smaller branches that act as outputs. 

Ionic composition aad concentration in the extracellular and intracellular fluids main
tain the electrical properties of cells. These principal ions areNa+, K+, Ca2+, and Cl-. The 
cell membrane consists of a lipid bilayer which prevents the movement of water molecules 
and water soluble substmces between the extracellular and intracellular fluids, except for 
lipid-soluble substances. However, transport of other molecules and ions across the mem
brane takes place through protein molecules embedded in the membrane known as trans
port proteins. Two types of protein molecules exist, the channel proteins and the carrier 
proteins. The former aj lows the free movement of water and selected ions, while in the 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the central auditory pathways showing major processing centers. 
Labels are as follows: CN, cochlear nucleus; MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; 
TB, trapezoid body; SOC, superior olivary complex; NLL, nucleus of the lateral lemniscus; 
IC, inferior colliculus; XIC, the commissure of the inferior colliculus; SC, superior collicu
lus; MGB, medial geniculate body; AR, auditory radiation; AC, auditory cortex. (Reprinted 
with kind permission from Clark (2003, fig.2.17 ,p.85) and Springer Science+ Business Me
dia.) 
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Scala \lestibuli 
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Figure 2.6: A longitudinal section of the cochlea. (Modified and adapted from Gray and 
NetLibrary (1974).) 

latter the ion or molecule binds with the protein, that moves the transported substance to 
the other side of the membrane. The transport process across the cell membrane occurs 
in two forms, either pas~ive transport (diffusion) or active transport. Active transport re
quires energy in order tc force ions to move against their concentration gradients, such as 
the Na+ -K+ pump. Diffi1sion on the other hand does not require energy, as ions and water 
follow their concentration gradients in their movement across the membrane. Diffusion 
is further divided into two subtypes, simple diffusion and facilitated diffusion. The latter 
makes use of carrier proteins to facilitate the movement of ions across the membrane but 
not against their concentration gradient in contrast with active transport. 

Simple diffusion is also divided into direct transport of lipid-soluble substances as men
tioned earlier, and diffusion through protein channels. These protein channels are charac
terized by being highly ;elective to a certain ion-type. The opening and closing of these 
channels occur when the protein subunits undergo a conformational change. Protein chan
nels are either voltage-gated, where the channel conformational state is dependent on the 
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Figure 2.7: A typical neuron. (Modified from Clark (2003), and reprinted with kind per
mission from Dr. G. Clark and Springer Science+Business Media.) 

electrical potential across the membrane, or ligand-gated where the conformational change 
occurs when a ligand is attached to the channel. Voltage-gated channels are the main inter
est of this study and will be discussed thoroughly in subsequent chapters. 

The cell membrane of neurons is excitable (the same as for muscles), thus they have 
the ability to generate electrical impulses along their membrane. These electrical signals 
are known as action potentials (AP). An action potential initiated at the dendrites and/or 
the soma of the auditory nerve travels all the way along the axon until it reaches the axon 
terminals. 

2.2.3.2 Membrane Potential of Neurons 

At equilibrium, the membrane establishes a constant transmembrane potential, Vm(t), 
at approximately -70 mV called the resting membrane potential, Vrest· No action potential 
is being generated at this point. The Na+ concentration on the outside of the cell membrane 
is higher than inside, whereas the K+ concentration is higher on the inside. Due to these 
concentration gradients of ions on both sides of the membrane, Na+ ions diffuse through 
"leakage" channels from outside to inside and K+ ions diffuse from the inside to the out
side. However, the diffusion of K+ is much higher than N a+ which causes the membrane to 
be more negative inside, giving rise to the negative resting potential. Diffusion of ions into 
or out of the fiber is opposed by the potential difference built up by the ions accumulated 
on both sides of the membrane. Furthermore, active transport such as the Na+ -K+ pump 
contributes to maintain the resting membrane potential. 

Action potentials (Fig. 2.8) are changes in the membrane voltage during which the 
membrane potential turns positive then negative again in a very short time. The mechanism 
by which the AP is generated is mainly controlled by voltage-gated ion channels. Upon 
the arrival of a stimulus, voltage-gated sodium channels are quickly activated, allowing the 
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Figure 2.8: Action potential of a typical neuron. 1. Membrane is at rest, voltage-gated Na+ 
and K+ channels are closed; 2. depolarization occurs as a result of a stimulus; 3. membrane 
reaches threshold, voltage-gated Na+ channels are active; 4. voltage-gated Na+ channels 
close, voltage-gated K+ channels open, and the membrane starts to repolarize; 5. some 
of voltage-gated Na+ channels return to resting state, voltage-gated K+ channels are still 
open and cause the membrane to hyperpolarize; 6. membrane returns to rest, all voltage
gated Na+ and K+ channels are closed. (Inspired from Tortora and Derrickson (2003), and 
reprinted with permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.) 
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5000-fold, creating the depolarizing phase of the action potential (Guyton, 2000). Shortly 
after this, the sodium channels are inactivated and the influx of N a+ ions is stopped. Within 
the same instant the potassium-gated channels are activated permitting the flow of K+ ions 
out of the nerve fiber. Therefore, the negativity of the inside of the cell is re-established 
again, known as the repolarization of the membrane. Voltage-gated potassium channels 
take more time to close than sodium channels. This causes K+ ions to keep flowing out 
of the fiber even after the resting potential is reached. As a result the membrane becomes 
more negative (hyperpolarizes) briefly before it restores its resting state. It is not possible 
to elicit a new action potential when the membrane is still depolarized from the preceding 
action potential. This time period is called the absolute refractory period. During the 
absolute refractory period the sodium-gated channels are inactivated and no moreNa+ ions 
are allowed to pass in. Following the absolute refractory period is the relative refractory 
period, where stronger stimuli can excite the nerve. During this period, not all of the 
sodium channels have recovered from their inactivation state, and potassium channels are 
still open, permitting the outflow of positive K+ ions, which oppose the inflow ofNa+ ions. 

To trigger an action potential, the stimulus must exceed a certain threshold. Once this 
threshold is reached, the action potential propagates along the membrane in all directions 
away from the the site of stimulation. This is called the aU-or-nothing principle. The mech
anism by which an action potential propagates over the membrane starts when a point on 
the membrane is excited by a stimulus. Therefore, the membrane depolarizes and a local 
circuit is formed. Currents of the local circuit then flow to the adjacent resting membrane 
areas triggering them to depolarize and so on. The structure of the fiber governs the prop
agation of action potential along the axon. The axon is either unmyelinated or myelinated. 
An AP propagates in unmyelinated fibers continuously along the axonal membrane, where 
successive local circuits are formed along the membrane. In myelinated fibers, a myelin 
sheath of Schwann cell is wrapped around the axon several times. This sheath acts as an 
excellent insulator that decreases ion flow through the membrane by increasing membrane 
resistance and decreasing membrane capacitance. Between every two Schwann cells, there 
is a small unmyelinated area that allows the flow of ions, known as the node of Ranvier. An 
AP is generated in myelinated nerve fibers at nodes of Ranvier, at which a local circuit is 
formed between two consecutive nodes. This type of distant propagation is called saltatory 
conduction. One of the advantages of the myelination of fibers is that it allows the APs 
to propagate at higher velocity along the axon with minimum energy consumption. In this 
study we are more interested in myelinated nerve fibers, as the primary ANFs in humans 
are myelinated (Rattay et al., 200lb). Moreover, the model presented here is for a node of 
Ran vier. 

Neurons communicate to other neurons via synapses. There are electrical and chemical 
synapses. In chemical synapses, there is no physical connection between two consecutive 
neurons. Instead, there exists a gap known as the synaptic cleft. The neuron preceding 
the cleft is called the presynaptic neuron, whereas the proceeding one is the postsynaptic 
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neuron. When an action potential arrives at the presynaptic axon terminal, calcium chan
nels open to allow the influx of calcium ions. Consequently, synaptic vesicles containing 
neurotransmitter molecules fuse with the cell membrane and release their contents into 
the synaptic cleft region. Neurotransmitter molecules bind to neurotransmitter receptors 
on the surface of the postsynaptic neuron. The type of the post synaptic current depends 
on the type of ion channels gated by the postsynaptic receptor, which will be either (i) 
excitatory, that acts to c.epolarize the membrane and is called an excitatory post-synaptic 
current (EPSC); or (ii) ilhibitory, that acts to hyperpolarize the membrane and is called an 
inhibitory post-synaptic current (IPSC) (Koch, 1999). 

2.2.4 Ion Channels in Neuron Membrane 

In the previous sect ion, we discussed the mechanism by which an action potential is 
generated in nerve fibers and how ion channels are the main elements responsible for the 
rapid flow of ions aero ss the membrane during an action potential. These channels are 
either voltage controlled or chemically controlled. Experiments involving voltage-clamp 
and pharmacological crannel blockers have revealed that channels are highly selective to 
certain types of ions, scch as Na+, K+, Cl-, and Ca2+. For instance, tetrodotoxin (TTX) 
blocks sodium channeb and prevents the passage of INa current, leaving potassium chan
nels untouched. Tetraethylammonium (TEA) blocks potassium channels and leaves the 
sodium channel functioning. The ion channels could be in one of two states, either active 
or inactive. An activated channel permits the flow of ions and creates an ionic current. The 
Nobel Prize winners, Neher and Sakmann, (1976) were able to record single-channel cur
rents using their pioneered patch clamp techniques. Their studies have shown that single
channel currents are unitary current steps that appear abruptly when the channel suddenly 
is activated (open). They have found also that the gating kinetics controlling the opening 
and closing of the gates are stochastic, i.e. repetitive trials of the same stimulus do not 
produce the same response. 

2.2.4.1 Voltage-gated Ion-Channels 

The superfamily of voltage-gated ion channels is present in all excitable cells such as 
neurons and muscle cells. This group of ion channels includes voltage-gated Na+, K+, and 
ca+ channels. Channels open and close in response to changes in membrane potential. It 
was originally believed that channels of the same ion type respond equally regardless of the 
location and functionaLty of the cell containing the channel (Hille, 2001). However, phar
macological studies have shown diversity in a particular channel subtypes. For instance, 
there are about seven different kinds of voltage-gated K+ channels in the axon of myeli
nated nerve fibers (Hille, 2001). This diversity is apparent also in Na+ and ca+ channels. 
Moreover, channels are not evenly distributed along the axon. In myelinated nerve fibers, 
channel density at nodes of Ranvier are not equally distributed. Subtypes of a particular 
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ion channel respond differently, although they belong to the same ion channel family. 
Experimental studies (Grigg et al., 2000; Manis and Marx, 1991; Perney and Kacz

marek, 1997; Perney et al., 1992) have shown the presence of more than one type of voltage
gated K+ channels in the central auditory system, such as low-threshold, high-threshold, 
and transient K+ channels. Another type of channel present in the auditory nerve neu
rons is hyperpolarization-activated cation channels, originally found in pace-making cells. 
Hyperpolarization-activated cation channels have permeability to both Na+ and K+ ions. 
If the membrane becomes excessively hyperpolarized, hyperpolarization-activated cation 
channels are activated and an action potential may be triggered. 

Evidence of the presence of low-threshold potassium and hyperpolarization-activated 
cation voltage-gated channels at the nodes of Ranvier in axons of ANFs was described in 
several physiological studies (Mo and Davis, 1997a; Chen, 1997; Mo et al., 2002; Adamson 
et al., 2002). This diversity in ion-channel types has been shown to influence the shape, 
spike rate, refractoriness of the action potential. This may explain how action potentials 
contribute in the conveyance and encoding of the auditory signal. In this thesis, models for 
these two specific types of channels are examined. 

2.3 Cochlear Implants 

Cochlear implants (Cis), sometimes referred to as "bionic ears", are prosthetic electric 
devices used to partially restore hearing for individuals with severe or profound hearing 
loss. 

2.3.1 Types of Hearing Loss 

There are two types of hearing loss that result from hearing impairment of the ear: i) 
conductive hearing loss and ii) sensorineural hearing loss. Conductive hearing loss occurs 
in the external and middle ears (just before the cochlea) and may be due to a decrease in 
the ability of the ossicles to match the impedance between the external ear and the cochlea. 
This may result in a simple frequency-dependent attenuation (Pickles, 1982). Hearing aids 
are quite capable of effectively compensating for this type of hearing loss. Treatment of 
conductive hearing loss can also be by antibiotics or surgical intervention, depending on 
the causes of the loss. 

On the other hand, sensorineural hearing loss occurs in the cochlea and/or auditory 
nerve. There are many causes that may produce sensorineural hearing loss, such as a tumor 
in the auditory nerve, acoustic trauma in the cochlea, drugs, infection of the cochlea, or 
aging. The degree of sensorineural hearing loss can range from mild to profound. Hair 
cells are the parts in the cochlea most likely to be affected in sensorineural hearing loss. 
Destruction of hair cells will result in the failure of the cochlea to convert sound into elec
trical signals that excite the cochlear nerve. Hearing aids may not help with destroyed hair 
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram showing the main components of a cochlear implant. 

cells as they only amplify the intensity of sound entering the ear and depend on the natural 
parts of the hearing system in transferring the sound from the external ear to the auditory 
cortex. Restoration of hearing loss in this case can be achieved by means of a cochlear im
plant. Cochlear implant!: bypass the malfunctioning hair cells and electrically stimulate the 
surviving fibers of the auditory nerve directly. Although restoration of hearing using Cis 
is partial, yet patients with implanted Cis are able to respond to speech and environmen
tal sounds, and many m ers can even understand conversations across the telephone using 
advanced Cis (Pickles, 1982; Clark, 2003). 

2.3.2 Components of the Cochlear Implant 

The components of a CI include those that are worn externally and those that are im
planted, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. The external portion consists of: i) a microphone, that 
transduces sound waves into electrical signals; ii) speech (sound) microprocessor, where 
analog signals are converted into digital signals, sound signals are analyzed into their fre
quency components and an ad hoc electrode stimulation code that fits the subject is gener
ated; and iii) a RF (Radio Frequency) wireless transmitter, attached to the patient's scalp, 
in which the stimulation code is modulated with a carrier wave and sent via the transmitter. 
The internal portion is implanted inside the head and consists of: i) a receiver-stimulator, 
implanted in the mastoid bone, which receives and demodulates the signal sent by the ex
ternal transmitter, and converts it into electrical current pulses corresponding to the sound 
signal; ii) an array of ekctrodes, inserted inside the cochlea, which stimulates the ANFs. 

In the early development stages of Cis, ANFs were stimulated electrically using a single 
electrode. This type of electrode faced many technical problems. It was not capable of cod
ing speech frequencies properly, speech at conversational levels were not understandable, 
and they did not make u:;e of the tonotopic distribution of the spiral ganglion and surviving 
ANFs (Clark, 2003). Newer Cis use multiple-electrodes which make use of the neuro
physiological tonotopic differentiation of ANFs. Experiments using multiple electrodes 
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have shown better results than their single electrode counterparts. Speech perception is 
significantly improved especially for postlinguistically deaf patients (Clark, 2003). 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, we explored the basic anatomy and physiology of the auditory system 
and how sound waves are converted into electrical nerve impulses by hair cells. Before 
the auditory signals reach the auditory cortex in the brain for perception, they pass through 
a series of encoding processes along the different stages of the auditory pathway. The 
cochlear nerve conveys auditory information from the cochlea to the central auditory path
ways. The nerve consists of thousands of neurons. The membrane potential of neurons 
is governed by the concentration of ions in the intracellular and extracellular spaces. Ion 
channels, pores penetrating the cell membrane, control the flow of ions across the cell 
membrane. Voltage-gated ion channels are responsible for the generation of action poten
tial in the neuron axon. When the membrane potential is moved more positive from its 
resting value, voltage-gated Na channels open, allowing rapid influx of Na+ ions, and the 
membrane depolarizes. Thereafter, the membrane returns to its resting state by sodium 
channels inactivation and potassium channels activation. Single-channel recordings of ion 
channels has revealed that ion channel gating kinetics are stochastic in nature. Nonethe
less, averaging several trials of single-channel current recordings produces current curves 
similar to the deterministic currents measured by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952). There is di
versity in the types of ion channels within the same ion family. Each subfamily type poses 
different temporal response. Channel densities and distribution depend on their function 
and location. 

Cochlear implants replace the function of destroyed hair cells and electrically stimulate 
ANFs to partially restore hearing of severely deaf patients. Stimuli are produced by an 
electrode array inserted inside the cochlea. Experiments have shown that better perception 
is achieved using a multiple-electrode assembly rather than a single-electrode. 

Good understanding of the neurophysiology underlying the transmission of information 
in the auditory nerve would help produce better CI stimulation strategies. 
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Chapter 3 

Motivation 

3.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the pertinent published literature is discussed. First, issues and chal
lenges facing cochlear implant stimulation are explored. Second, ion channels and the role 
they may play in conveying the auditory signal in the auditory nerve are illustrated. Third, 
previous attempts to model the mammalian auditory nerve membrane and their limitations 
are explained. Finally, the objective of this thesis is highlighted. 

3.2 Challenges Facing Cochlear Implant Stimulation 

Cis stimulate ANFs by applying electrical current pulses via an electrode array in
serted inside the cochlea. The mechanism by which the ANFs convey sound information 
in response to these stimuli is still not fully understood. The code of the sound signal is 
governed by the spatial and temporal response properties of the ANFs. Surprisingly, per
ception and recognition of sound have been successful for many CI users. However, this 
is not always the case for all CI users. A stimulation strategy may fit one patient and not 
fit the other. The implmted candidate undergoes extensive rehabilitation program post
operatively to improve his/her ability to hear environmental sounds, rhythms and patterns 
of speech, and to use lip reading. To help minimize such variability and improve the de
sign of CI stimulation stC"ategies, better understanding of the neurophysiological properties 
underlying the ANFs is required. 

In this section, ANF~' temporal properties, such as relative noise, refractoriness, sum
mation of responses of subthreshold stimuli, and adaptation to pulse-train stimulations, that 
are observed in physiological experiments involving CI stimulation are discussed. 
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3.2.1 Membrane Noise 

Verveen and Derksen (1968) have investigated noise in membrane potential from myeli
nated nerve fibers of the sciatic nerve of the frog, Rana temporaria. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the 
presence of fluctuations in membrane voltage while the membrane is at rest (-70 m V). 
These fluctuations showed a spectrum of 1 /f and a Gaussian amplitude distribution. In an 
earlier study, Verveen (1962) showed that fluctuations in membrane potential are inversely 
proportional to node diameter. An average diameter of an axon at a node of Ranvier for 
a mammalian ANF ranges between 2 - 4 J..Lm, and many nodes are even smaller (Bruce 
et al., 1999c). For instance, the diameter of the the ANF modelled in this study at the 
node of Ranvier is ,....., 1.5 J..Lffi (Mino et al., 2004 ). Therefore, the noise activity in membrane 
potential becomes more significant when dealing with ANFs. 

It has long been accepted that these membrane fluctuations are responsible for the 
stochastic behavior observed in action potential discharge. The stochastic behavior of the 
nerve membrane is evident in that ANFs do not discharge in response to every presentation 
of a single stimulating pulse. Furthermore, the probability for an AP to be produced is 
dependent on the stimulus intensity. In addition, randomness is also observed in the spike 
latency (Verveen, 1960; Bruce et al., 1999c). The probability that the stimulus current in
tensity, Iinj(t), is greater than or equal to threshold, hH(t), and noise, Inoise(t), at timet 
is (Bruce et al., 2000a) 

p(t) = Pr{Iinj(t) ~ hH(t) +lnoise(t)} 

= Pr{ I noise (t) :S linj (t) - hH (t)} 

l
linj(t)-ITH(t) 

= f(x) dx, 
-00 

where f(x) is the probability distribution of Inoise(t) and is given by 

( ) 1 -x2 /2a2 
fx=~e . 

v2na 

The noise follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation a (Verveen 
and Derksen, 1968). Therefore, p(t) can be rewritten as 

(3.1) 

where erf (error function) is the integrated-Gaussian function: 

erf(x) 6 Jn fox e-t
2 

dt. 

To quantify the variability in the discharge probability, Verveen (1960) defined two 
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Figure 3.1: Fluctuations in nerve membrane potential recordings from (Verveen and Derk
sen, 1968) at the node;; of Ranvier. (a) Membrane potential at -90 mV. Horizontal 
scale: 10 ms; vertical scale: 1 m V. (Reprinted with permission from (Verveen and Derksen, 
1968, Fig.20, p.913) @: 968 IEEE.) (b) Membrane potential traces at different holding po
tentials in mV. Horizontal scale: 10 ms; vertical scale: 5 mV. (Reprinted with permission 
from (Verveen and Derksen, 1968, Fig.l9, p.913) @1968 IEEE.) 

variables: i) threshold (TH); and ii) relative spread (RS). The former is the stimulus current 
intensity required to excite the nerve with probability 0.5, while the latter is the coefficient 
of variation or the standard deviation normalized by the threshold, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

In a later study on cat AN fibers, Bruce et al. (1999c,a) reported the presence of stochas
tic activity in response to single- and train-current pulses. Their physiological data was 
successfully fitted by an integrated-Gaussian function, in contrast to the step-function pre
dicted by a deterministi::-threshold model. Moreover, they showed that RS increases with 
increasing the pulse width using biphasic stimulus pulses. They also noted that stochas
tic response of ANFs to electrical stimulation may be physiologically and psychologically 
significant (Bruce et al., 1999c,a,b). 

Bruce et al. (1999c . .a,b) have suggested that cochlear implants operating at intensities 
within the stochastic activity range of ANFs may improve CI functionality. That is, vari
ance in discharge prob<:.bilities may have significant effects on the speech coding. Some 
CI research groups sug;5ested stimulation strategies that induce noise in the nerve fibers, 
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Figure 3.2: Definition of threshold and relative spread. Threshold is the stimulus current 
intensity at 0.5 firing probability. Relative spread in the ratio of standard deviation to 
threshold, RS = Thre~hold" 

to overcome problems associated with electrical stimulation (such as highly synchronized 
discharge patterns and refractory effects) as a way to improve speech perception of Cis 
users (Rubinstein et al., 1999; Litvak et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008). 

3.2.2 Relative Refractoriness 

Recall the definition of refractory periods in § 2.2.3.2: upon eliciting an action potential, 
there are two time periods that follow, i) the absolute refractory period (ARP), during which 
all the Na+ channels are inactive and no another action potential can be generated irrespec
tive of how high the stimulus intensity is; and ii) the relative refractory period (RRP), during 
which the Na+ channels are partially returned to their resting state, and the K+ channels are 
activated. An action potential can be generated by a higher amplitude stimulus pulse during 
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the RRP. Refractoriness is important in CI research. It has been argued that increasing the 
rate at which a CI stimulates the AN improves speech perception (Rubinstein et al., 1999; 
Miller et al., 2001a). Stimulation at these high rates more likely will hold the ANFs in a 
refractory state. Furthermore, physiological and modelling studies showed that stochastic 
activity in ANFs increases when they are in a condition of refractoriness (Miller et al., 
2001a; Mino and Rubim:tein, 2006), a result which may help to better understand encoding 
of speech signal in the AN and the improvement in speech perception associated with high 
stimulation rates for some CI users. Results from different physiological experiments also 
have shown variations in the values of ARP and the recovery time constants (Bruce et al., 
1999c; Cartee et al., 20CO; Miller et al., 200la). Parameters such as firing efficiency, mean 
latency, jitter (standard ceviation of latency), and relative spread provide useful information 
when investigating refractory properties. Incorporating refractory effects into ANF models 
indeed will improve the accuracy of computational models of the AN. 

3.2.3 Spike Rate Adaptation 

Among different cochlear implant and neurophysiology research groups, the definition 
of the term "adaptation" may vary. However, in this study, adaptation is defined as: reduc
tion in spike rate in response to a pulse-train of "electrical" stimulations over time (Javel, 
1996; Litvak et al., 200 l; Mo et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008). Some
times it is referred to a5 'accommodation' (Sly et al., 2007). Specifying electrical stimu
lation here is needed as there are another type of adaptation, that is acoustic adaptation. 
During acoustic stimulc.tion, reduction in the nerve spike rate has been noted. One pos
sibility of acoustic adaJ: tation effects is the depletion of neurotransmitters in the synaptic 
region of the inner hair :;ells (Javel, 1996; Mo et al., 2002; Nourski et al., 2006). Acoustic 
stimulation is beyond the scope of this study for the following reasons: i) in a deafened ear, 
the possibility of the presence of surviving hair cells is low; ii) the model presented in this 
study does not include any synaptic inputs; and iii) adaptation due to intrinsic properties of 
the membrane is evident in physiological studies that involves electrical stimulation (Litvak 
et al., 2001; Nourski et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). 

Although refractoriness and adaptation may have a combined effect in reducing the 
spike rate, distinction b~tween the two terms is necessary. Refractory effects appear very 
rapidly after the onset of the stimulus and dominate along the whole stimulation period. As 
a result, the membrane spiking ability is locked at a minimum interspike interval (lSI) value 
governed by the ARP and RRP, i.e., depends only on the history of the previous spike. On 
the other hand, spike rate adaptation has a more cumulative effect, i.e. a reduction in spike 
rate appears after a comiderable amount of time after onset. 

It has been noted th1t the rate of adaptation is directly related to the stimulus rate, but 
can be reduced by increasing the stimulus level (Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008). Ax
onal diameter may also have an influence on spike rate adaptation (Zhang et al., 2007), an 
observation which may be relevant to ANFs as they are characterized by having very small 
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diameters at the nodes of Ranvier. Adaptation is divided into: i) rapid adaptation, which 
appears directly after stimulus onset; ii) short-term adaptation, which extends over several 
milliseconds after stimulus onset; and iii) long-term adaptation, which has the time scale 
of hundreds of milliseconds (Javel, 1996; Zhang et al., 2007). Some other groups defined 
very-long-term adaptation effects, which extend over a few seconds and/or minutes (Javel, 
1996). 

The phenomenon of spike rate adaptation is observed during cochlear implant stimu
lation of the auditory nerve. This observation suggests that adaptation may have an influ
ence on speech information coding. Results from physiological experiments have shown 
the presence of positive correlation between the spike rate adaptation and stimulus pulse 
rate (Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008). Such results are important while designing 
Cis, especially as there is a growing trend towards using high rate stimuli. Furthermore, 
there is strong evidence that membrane adaptation originates more likely from the influence 
of different types of ion channels in the nerve membrane (Mo and Davis, 1997b; Mo et al., 
2002; Rothman and Manis, 2003a; Adamson et al., 2002; Nourski et al., 2006). 

It is of great demand to incorporate adaptation effects in computational models of the 
ANFs (Miller et al., 2008). Although much effort has been spent in modelling acoustic 
adaptation (Nourski et al., 2006), nonetheless, this is not the case for adaptation resulting 
from electrical stimulation. Having such a model will help in better understanding the 
mechanism of transformation of speech signal in the AN. 

3.3 The Role of /h and /KLT Currents in Regulating the Ac
tion Potential 

In § 2.2.4, it has been shown that there are different types of voltage-gated ion-channels 
present at the nodes of Ranvier of the ANFs. These ion channels configure the electrophys
iological and temporal properties of the membrane, regulate patterns of excitability, and are 
non-uniformly distributed. Two types have been incorporated in most computational mod
els, that is, fast Na+ and delayed rectifier K+ (Matsuoka et al., 2001; Mino et al., 2002, 
2004). However, a limited number of studies have considered including other channels 
in their models (Huguenard and McCormick, 1992; Rothman and Manis, 2003b ). In this 
report, two types of channels are selected to add to the model, for the reasons explained 
below. These channels are voltage-gated hyperpolarization-activated cation channels and 
voltage-gated low-threshold potassium channels, that permit the passage of /h and /KLT 

currents, respectively. 
Bal and Oertel (2000), Adamson et al. (2002), and Mo et al. (2002) have shown that 

a low-threshold potassium current, /KLT· is present in the spiral ganglion and the auditory 
nerve fibers. /KLT differs from the delayed rectifier /K in several respects: /KLT i) acti
vates at a lower membrane potential; ii) has an inactivation component; iii) has a non-zero 
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steady-state value; and iv) has a relatively slow inactivation component (Rothman and Ma
nis, 2003b). JKLT has several roles in regulating the action potential. First, it elevates the 
threshold level (Rothmarl and Manis, 2003c). Second, it adjusts the firing rate (Mo et al., 
2002; Rothman and Maris, 2003c; Chen and Davis, 2006). Third, it reduces the membrane 
time constant ( 't"m), therefore, the refractory time is reduced. 

h is an inward rectifer current observed in different regions across the auditory system, 
such as the spiral ganglion (Mo and Davis, 1997a,b), ANFs (Chen, 1997), ventral cochlear 
nucleus (Golding et al., 1999; Rothman and Manis, 2003c; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006; 
Bal and Oertel, 2000), and lateral lemniscus (Fu et al., 1997). Jh is characterized by being 
a mixed cation current (channels are permeable to both sodium and potassium ions), the 
reversal potential is more positive than the resting membrane potential, and it has slow 
activation/deactivation time constants (Mo and Davis, 1997a). h can be differentiated from 
the inward rectifier potassium current UK.ir). because Jh is sensitive to Cs+, whereas IK.ir is 
sensitive to Ba2+ (Chen. 1997; Mo and Davis, 1997a; Bal and Oertel, 2000). 

Rothman and Manis (2003c) and Bal and Oertel (2000) have shown that h is associated 
with JKLT in the ventral cochlear nucleus neurons to modulate the JKLT· /h contributes 
also in determining the resting potential (Bal and Oertel, 2000), at which Jh is partially 
activated, and controls the spontaneous and evoked firing rates. In the spiral ganglion 
cells and ANFs, h causes an action potential to occur at the termination of a transient 
hyperpolarizing voltage (rebound firing), which may play a role in improving the firing rate 
following an inhibitory input (Mo and Davis, 1997a; Chen, 1997). Mo and Davis (1997a) 
have observed heterogeneity in Jh activation characteristics, i.e., reversal potential, half
maximal voltage (V1; 2), and slope factor (k), that are attributed to endogenous regulatory 
mechanisms which diff~r from one neuron to another in the spiral ganglion neurons. In 
addition, h may be responsible for the generation of spontaneous firing activity in the spiral 
ganglion and ANFs. These observations may have an implication on the signal coding in 
the auditory periphery. 

3.4 Computational Models of the Nerve Membrane 

3.4.1 Hodgkin allld Huxley Deterministic Model 

One of the key tum;ng points in the history of neuroscience is the experiments carried 
out by Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952). They measured the 
changes in membrane potential of the squid giant axon as a result of intracellular stimulus 
current injection. The squid axon was space clamped by inserting a highly conductive 
wire to maintain consta rlt membrane potential along the entire axon (Hodgkin and Huxley, 
1952). They modelled the generation of action potential as a function of the individual 
constituent currents and formed the equivalent electrical circuit model for the giant squid 
axon, shown in Fig. 3.3. Applying Kirchhoff's current law, the sum of ionic, leakage, 
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capacitance, and injected currents leads to a first-order differential equation. The membrane 
equation as postulated by Hodgkin and Huxley is 

(3.2) 

The sodium current, INa, was modelled as 

(3.3) 

where ~a is the maximum conductance and the sodium reversal potential is ENa· Hodgkin 
and Huxley visualized the sodium channels as having three imaginary activating particles m 
and one inactivating particle h. m and h are dimensionless numbers, each between 0 and 1. 
m is the probability that the activating particle is in the open state while h is the probability 
of the inactivating particle to be in the not inactivating state (i.e. closed) (Koch, 1999), 
respectively. For a channel to conduct, all particles have to be in the permissive (open) 
state simultaneously. Each particle is assumed to transfer from on state to another-open 
to closed and closed to open, such that 

and (3.4) 

The rate of change between states of these gating particles could be described by two first
order differential equations, 

dm dt = CXm (V) ( 1 - m) - f3m (V) m (3.5) 

and 
dh 
dt = ah (V) ( 1 -h) - f3h (V) h, (3.6) 

where ax and f3x are the transition rates of the states of gating particles from close to open 
and from open to close, respectively. They are functions of the membrane voltage and have 
the units of s-1• 

Similarly, the equation for the potassium current is 

- 4 
lK = Gx.n (V- EK) (3.7) 

where GK is the maximum conductance while EK is the potassium reverse potential. In 
contrast to sodium, potassium has four activating particles nand no inactivating ones. Val
ues for n are between 0 & 1 and are dimensionless. In order for the channel to conduct, the 
four particles have to be in the active state simultaneously. A single particle could hold one 
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Figure 3.3: Equivalent drcuit of Hodgkin and Huxley model for a patch of membrane of 
the squid giant axon. Cnr is the membrane capacitance, ern-a & GK are sodium & potassium 
conductances, and ENa & EK are sodium & potassium reverse potential. Rm is the mem
brane resistance and Vre;t is the resting membrane potential. Iinj is the injected intracellular 
current. 

of two states, closed or ,)pen, such that 

(3.8) 

The rate of change of a single particle is described by the first-order differential equation 

dn 
dt = an (V) ( 1 - n) - f3n (V) n, (3.9) 

where an and f3n are the transition rates of the states of gating particles from closed to open 
and from open to closec., respectively. 

Hodgkin and Huxley's approach in analyzing the membrane action potential was both 
macroscopic and deterr:1inistic. Due to limitations of equipment at the time, they had to 
consider a large surface area of membrane. The ionic currents measured were the average 
of a large number of individual channel currents. The patch clamp techniques introduced 
by Neher and Sakmanr (1976) enabled the recording of currents from a single channel. 
Studies have shown that as the number of channels per unit area increase, the recorded 
currents tend to show :he classical macroscopic current curves of the Hodgkin-Huxley 
model (Hille, 2001). 
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3.4.2 Stochastic Models of Nerve fibers 

Single-channel current recording, using "gigaseal" patch-clamp methods have revealed 
that channels open and close abruptly in a step-wise manner (Hille, 2001). Gating of chan
nels is random, or stochastic. 

A group of computational models which reflects the stochastic behavior of the ANFs 
have been developed such as in Strassberg and DeFelice (1993), Rubinstein (1995), Chow 
and White (1996), Fox (1997), Bruce et al. (1999c). Each of them tried to model ANFs in an 
efficient and robust way. Nevertheless, each has its advantages and drawbacks. Stochastic 
description of ANFs can be divided into two approaches: i) "biophysical"; and ii) "phe
nomenological". An example of the latter is the point process description, where the spikes 
of the neural fiber in response to electrical stimulation are mapped as discrete events oc
curring randomly in time (Koch, 1999). Although this approach is computationally effi
cient, it only describes the spiking phenomena without explaining the neural and stimulus 
parameters (Bruce et al., 1999c). The biophysical approach on the other hand is based 
on the Hodgkin and Huxley model. The advantage of the biophysical approach over the 
phenomenological is that the former dissects the membrane into discrete ion channels re
vealing the underlying physiological properties of the membrane. Biophysical models can 
be extended to describe a population of nerve fibers. The major problem associated with 
this type of models is that they are computationally intensive. Several methods have been 
suggested to simulate the stochastic gating kinetics of the biophysical model and can be 
divided into two categories: i) approximation algorithms; and ii) exact algorithms. Exact 
algorithms make use of Markov jumping process and can be subdivided into: (a) channel
state-tracking (CST); and (b) channel-number-tracking (CNT). Mino et al. (2002) made a 
comparison between four stochastic models: i) Fox (1997) (F) algorithm; ii) Strassberg and 
DeFelice (1993) (SD); iii) Rubinstein (1995) (R); and iv) Chow and White (1996) (CW), 
and one deterministic Hodgkin-Huxly model. They concluded that, although the approxi
mation algorithm (F) is much faster computationally, compared to other stochastic models, 
it lacks accuracy. However, Bruce (2007) found that some inaccuracies in the F-model may 
be related to implementation methods used by Mino et al. (2002). The other three exact 
algorithms showed better accuracy at the expense of computational time. Chow and White 
(1996) model was 4-5 times faster than SD and R models (Mino et al., 2002). Even at 
longer time step intervals, CW showed better accuracy. The reduction in computation time 
in the CW-model could be attributed to the CNT algorithm they used, i.e. they track the 
number of channels in each state rather than tracking the state of each individual channel, 
like in CST. 

3.5 The Purpose of This Study 

In this thesis, the stochastic Hodgkin-Huxley model for the ANFs is modified to in
clude low-threshold potassium and hyperpolarization-activated cation currents (/KLT and 
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h, respectively). According to the aforementioned discussion, these two channels specifi
cally are believed to be responsible for many phenomena observed in ANFs response when 
stimulated with cochlear implants. An exact channel-number-tracking (CNT) algorithm is 
elected to model the ion -channel gating kinetics. Emphasis will be placed on investigating 
the noise in membrane threshold and spike rate adaptation. In the subsequent chapters, full 
explanation of the model and the simulation results are presented. 
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Chapter 4 

The Model 

4.1 Overview 

The proposed model is described here. An ANF node of Ranvier is modelled. The 
model consists of four voltage-gated ion channel currents: i) INa; ii) /K; iii) /KLT; and iv) 
/h. A passive leakage current Irk is also included. The model utilizes an algorithm to mimic 
the stochastic behavior in the channel gating. Model parameters, current equations, and the 
simulation algorithm are discussed below. 

4.2 The Membrane Equation 

Fibers of the auditory nerve are myelinated. Therefore, an action potential occurs only 
at nodes of Ranvier, wh~re the density of the fast voltage-gated sodium channels (Nav) 
is dominant (Hille, 2001, Rattay et al., 200lb). However, other channel types which par
ticipate in the formation of the action potential and transformation of the sound signals 
are present in addition to the fast sodium channels such as the delayed-rectifier voltage
gated potassium channel:; (Kv), low-threshold voltage-gated potassium channels (KLTv), 
fast transient voltage-gated potassium channels (KAv), and hyperpolarization-activated 
voltage-gated cation cha1nels (HCNv). Most of the previous computational models of 
ANFs included only Na, and Kv (Rubinstein, 1995; Bruce et al., 1999c; Miller et al., 
1999a; Matsuoka et al., :',001; Litvak et al., 2001; Miller et al., 2001b; Mino et al., 2002, 
2004; Mino and Rubinstdn, 2006). In the previous chapter, it was described how models 
containing only these two types of channels do not accurately describe AN responses to 
cochlear implant stimulation. 

In this study, a stochastic model of a whole patch of membrane of an AN node of 
Ranvier is presented, that includes hyperpolarization-activated cation channels and low
threshold potassium channels, in addition to the Nav and Kv channels. Fig. 4.1 shows the 
equivalent circuit of a sinOe node of Ranvier. The model is composed of five ionic currents, 
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Figure 4.1: Model for a patch of membrane at a node of Ranvier: Cm, Rm, Yx, Ex are the 
membrane capacitance, membrane resistance, single channel conductances, and reversal 
potentials, respectively. Xn are the stochastic single-channel states (open or closed). E1k is 
the leakage potential. 

which are, INa(t), IK(t), IKLT(t), h(t), and hk(t) controlled by Nav, Kv, KLTv, HCNv, and 
leakage channels, respectively. 

The complete membrane equation of Fig. 4.1 is given by the first-order differential 
equation 

dV(t) 
Cm(if +lNa(t) +IK(t) +IKLT(t) +lh(t) +llk(t) = linj(t), (4.1) 

where Vis the relative membrane potential1 in mV, Cm is the membrane capacitance (Ta
ble 4.1 on page 35), and Iinj is the stimulus current. 

4.3 Modelling the INa and JK Currents 

Rubinstein (1995) and Mino et al. (2002) implemented a computational model for 

1Relative membrane potential V(t) is the difference between the membrane potential Vm(t) and resting 
potential Vrest (V(t) = Vm(t)- Vres1). For the rest of this thesis the relative membrane potential (V) is used 
unless otherwise is specified. 
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Table 4.1: Summary of Parameters for the Membrane Model 

Parameter I Svmbol I Value I Unit I Reference . 
Membrane Capacitance Cm 0.0714 pF Bruce (2007) 
Membrane Resistance Rm 1953.49 M.Q Bruce (2007) 
Na Reversal Potential EN a 66 mV Mino et al. (2002) 
K Reversal Potential EK -88 mV Mino et al. (2002) 
HCNv Reversal Potential Eh -43 mV Rothman and Manis (2003b) 
Resting Membrane Potential Vrest -78 mV Mino et al. (2002) 
Na Channel Conductance rNa 25.69 pS Mino et al. (2002) 
K v Channel Conductance YKv 50.0 pS Mino et al. (2004) 
KLTv Channel Conductance rKLT 13.0 pS Jason Rothman and Paul Manis, pers. comm. 
HCNv Channel Conductance % 13.0 pS see text 
Max# of Na Channels Nmax 

Nav 1000 Mino et al. (2002) 
Max # of K v Channels Nmax 

Kv 166 see text 
Max # of KLTv Channels Nmax 

KLT 166 see text 
Max # of HCNv Channels N,max 

h 100 see text 
KLTv Channels Thermal coefficient Q10KLT 3.0 see text 
HCNv Channels Thermal coefficient Q10h 3.3 see text 
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sodium channels at a node of Ranvier of an ANF. The model was then extended to in
clude potassium channels in Mino et al. (2004). Parameters of both models were originally 
based on an earlier study of Schwarz and Tomlinson (1987). Membrane kinetic parameters 
were maintained at mammalian body temperature, i.e., 37°C. 

In this report, these two models are re-implemented and used as a base model (the 
standard Hodgkin-Huxley model at 37°C) to which the proposed model will be compared. 
However, some of the membrane parameters are different than those given in Mino et al. 
(2002), as there were some errors in their reported parameter values (Bruce, 2007). 

In § 3.4.1, it was explained how Hodgkin and Huxley hypothesized that Nav channels 
have three activating particles m and one inactivating particle h forming a total of eight 
distinct states, while K v channels have four activating particles n of a total of five states. 
States are assumed to be independent, i.e., the transition rate from one state to another does 
not depend on the previous history of the system (Koch, 1999). Therefore, a good approach 
to model the states of stochastic ion channels is by using Markov jumping process (Koch, 
1999; Mino et al., 2002). The equation describing transitions between states for the Nav 
channels is 

moho 
3a, 

m1ho 
2am 

mzho 
a, 

m3ho ---->. ---->. ---->. 
.,...--

f3m 2f3m 3f3m 
ah Jf f3h ah J f f3h ah Jf f3h ah J f f3h (4.2) 

moh1 
3am 

m1h1 
2am 

mzh1 
am 

m3h1 ---->. ---->. ---->. 
.,...-- .,...--

f3m 2f3m 3f3m 

where am is the transition rate for an m particle to change its state from closed to open 
(f3m is the transition rate for the opposite direction). Similarly, ah is the transition rate 
for an h particle to make a transition from inactivated to deinactived (f3h is the transition 
rate for the opposite direction). For instance, at state m1ho, one of the three m particles 
is open (activated) and the other two are closed (deactivated) while the h is inactivated. 
In order for the channel to transfer to state mzho, any of the two closed m particles can 
open at a transition rate of 2am, since m particles are independent of each other. If it is the 
case where the channel is moving to state moho, the only open m particle will close at rate 
constant f3m· Of the eight possible different states, there is only a single state at which the 
channel is conducting (i.e., open channel), that is m3h1 (all three m particles are open and h 
is deinactivated). The equations governing the transition rate constants am, f3m, ah, and f3h 
for Nav channels of ANFs at mammalian body temperature (Mino et al., 2002) are given 
by 

1.872 (V- 25.41) 
am(V) = 1- exp ( (25.41- V) /6.06)' 

3.973 (21.001- V) 
f3m(V) = 1- exp ( (V- 21.001) /9.41)' 

36 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 
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-0.549 (27.74+ V) 
ah(V) = 1- exp ((V + 27.74) /9.06)' 

22.57 
f3h(V) = 1+exp((56.0-V)/12.5) 

where a,_, f3m, ah, and J3h are in ms- 1. 

Similarly, the Markov state equation for K v gating particles n is 

4an 3an 2an an 
no ~ n1 ~ n2 ~ n3 ~ n4 

f3n 2f3n 3 f3n 4f3n 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

where an is the transition rate for a closed n particle to open and f3n is the transition rate 
for an n particle to make a transition from open to closed. A K v channel is considered 
to be open (conducting> only when the gating particles are in state n4. The transition rate 
constant equations are 

0.129 (V- 35) 
CXn(V) = 1-exp((35-V)/10)' 

0.3236 (35- V) 
f3n(V) = 1-exp((V -35)/10) 

where an and f3n are in ms- 1 (Mino et al., 2004). 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Recalling (3.3) and (3.7), the current equations for Nav and Kv can be rewritten as 

(4.10) 

and 

(4.11) 

where Nm3h1 (t) and Nn4 (t) denote the number of sodium and potassium channels remaining 
in StateS m3h1 and n4 at timet, respectively. YNa and rK are the Single channel COnductances 
for Nav and Kv. ENa and EK are the reversal potentials. The estimated number of sodium 
channels at a node of Ranvier of a mammalian spiral ganglion cell is 1000, as defined 
in Matsuoka et al. (200 1 ). The number of potassium channels is about one third of that of 
sodium. However, this number is divided equally between the delayed-rectifier and low
threshold potassium channels. Thus, each of K v and KLT has 166 channels. A complete 
list of parameter values is given in Table 4.1 on page 35. 

The steady-state of activation/inactivation gating particles xoo(V) and time constant val
ues 't'x (V) as a functio 1 of relative membrane voltage is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where x 
stands for m, h, or n. The transition rate constants are related to steady-state and time 
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constant values by (Koch, 1999) 

(4.12a) 

and 
1 

'rx = --,-
ax+ f3x 

(4.12b) 

4.4 Modelling the /KLT Current 

The model for lKLT is derived from a previous study carried out by Rothman and Manis 
(2003b ). Their study was aimed at investigating the roles of different potassium currents 
in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) neurons. They carried out a group of voltage-clamp 
experiments and came up with a set of equations for lKA (transient potassium current), 
JKHT (high-threshold potassium), and JKLT· Of these three currents, JKLT is selected and in
cluded in the present model for the reasons discussed in§ 3.3. Rothman and Manis (2003b) 
followed a Hodgkin-Huxley-like formalism in expressing the JKLT, that is 

(4.13) 

where gKLT is the maximum conductance, while wand z are the activating and inactivating 
gating particles, respectively. Note that JKLT was given in terms of membrane potential Vm 
rather than the resting membrane potential V. IKLT has the same reversal potential as JK, 

as they are both potassium channels-see Table 4.1 on page 35. The resting membrane 
potential in Rothman and Manis (2003b) was -63.6 mV and is denoted here as Vr~· lKLT 

has fourth-order activation kinetics w similar to the n4 of IK described by Hodgkin and 
Huxley ( 1952). JKLT has also an incomplete slow inactivation particle z. Gating kinetics of 
lKLT were expressed by Rothman and Manis (2003b) in terms of their steady-state values 
(woo(Vm) and Zoo(Vm)) and time constants ('rw(Vm) and 'r2 (Vm)) at 22°C, producing 

1 
Woo(~)= / 

(1+exp(-(Vm+48)/6))14 
(4.14) 

(v. ) - ( 1 - ~ ) ;: 
Zoo m - 1+exp((Vm+71)/10) +<:, 

(4.15) 

100 
'rw(Vm) = + 1.5 

6· exp ((Vm + 60) /6) + 16 · exp (- (Vm + 60) /45) 
(4.16) 

( ) 1000 50 
'rz Vm = exp ( (Vm + 60) /20) + exp (- (Vm + 60) /8) + 

(4.17) 

where ~ = 0.5. 
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Figure 4.2: Relation of steady-state activation/inactivation and time constant of gating par
ticles as a function of relative membrane voltage. Note that membrane voltage is in terms 
of relative membrane voltage, thus, the resting potential is at zero mV. 
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These equations are modified to match the membrane parameters of ANFs used in 
the present study. To adjust the operating temperature from 22°C to 37°C, the method 
described in Cartee (2000) is used. The time constants 'rw and 't"z are divided by the thermal 
coefficient constants, kw and k2 , respectively, 

kx = QlOy-To)/10.0 (4.18) 

where x denotes for w and z. The QIOx factor describes the increased speed of mem
brane kinetics when the temperature is increased by 10°C. To is the original operating 
temperature and T is the desired temperature. The value of QlOw and Q102 is 3 (Roth
man and Manis, 2003b) resulting in kw and k2 of 5.19 (Fig. 4.3 shows the effect of the 
operating temperature on membrane kinetics). The difference in resting membrane poten
tials between this model and the one described in Rothman and Manis (2003c) is com
pensated by referring to relative membrane potential V rather than its absolute value Vm. 
Thus, Vm in (4.14), (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) can be substituted with V + Vr~If. Equa
tions ( 4.14 ), ( 4.15), ( 4.16), and ( 4.17) can be rewritten in terms of relative membrane po
tential and the higher operating temperature (see Fig. 4.2) as follows 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

-r (v) - [ 
1000 

+so] jk c 4.22) 
z - exp ( (v + Vr~If +60) /20) +exp (- (v + Vr~ +60) /8) z· 

The model presented in Rothman and Manis (2003b) was deterministic and needs to 
be converted into a stochastic representation to include in the proposed model. Therefore, 
the same criteria used in § 4.3 for stochastic representation of Nav and Kv channels is 
exploited. Low-threshold potassium channels can be in one of ten states (four w and one z 
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Figure 4.3: The effect of adjusting the operating temperature on membrane kinetics. The 
time constants of IKLT and h are plotted as a function of relative membrane potential at 
operating temperatures of 22°C (thin lines) and 37°C (thick lines). 

gating particles). Hence, the Markov state equation for IKLT is 

'~CXw 3CXw 2CXw CXw 
wozo --->. 

WIZO 
--->. W2ZO --->. W3ZO --->. W4ZO .,....- .,....- .,....- .,....-

f3w 2f3w 3f3w 4f3w 
CXz J I f3z CXz J I f3z CXz J I f3z CXz J I f3z CXz Jl f3z ' (4.23) 

'~CXw 3CXw 2CXw CXw 
WOZI --->. 

WIZI 
--->. 

W2Zl 
--->. 

W3Z1 
--->. 

W4Zl .,....- .,....- .,....- .,....-

f3w 2f3w 3f3w 4f3w 

where aw, f3w, CXz, and f3z are the transition rate constants. Transition rate constants are 
obtained from (4.19), (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) by substituting in (4.12a) and (4.12b). The 
channel conducts only :1t state W4ZI· 

The current equation (4.13) can now be rewritten in a stochastic form as 

(4.24) 
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where rKLT is the single channel conductance and Nw4z1 (t) is the number of KLT channels in 
state W4Z1 at timet. Single channel conductance for /KLT has not been determined precisely 
yet. However, the estimated value of rKLT used in this model was provided kindly from Drs. 
Paul Manis and Jason Rothman (personal communication). The number of channels at a 
single node is also undetermined. Consequently, the number of low-threshold potassium 
channels NK!J. is assumed to be 166 (about half the estimate number of potassium channels) 
as discussed earlier. 

4.5 Modelling the /h Current 

It has been investigated by several neuroscience groups (Huguenard and McCormick, 
1992; Chen, 1997; Mo and Davis, 1997a; Bal and Oertel, 2000; Rodrigues and Oertel, 
2006), resulting in the derivation of several models. However, Mo and Davis (1997a) have 
shown that there is a range of variability in the parameter values of Ih, such as the half
maximal voltages (V1; 2) and the slope factor (k). The model for Ih described in Rothman 
and Manis (2003b) is utilized. Rothman and Manis (2003c) derived their model based on 
five voltage-clamp experiments (three related to auditory neurons and two to nonauditory 
neurons). 

The equation for It given by (Rothman and Manis, 2003b) is 

(4.25) 

where gh is the maximum conductance, r is the activating gating particle, and Eh is the 
reversal potential (see Table 4.1 on page 35). The activation particle r is described by 
first-order kinetics. The steady-state and time constant functions are 

1 
r =(Vm) = 1 + exp ( (Vm + 76) /7)' 

(4.26) 

( ) - 105 25 
't"r Vm- 237·exp((Vm+60)/12)+17·exp(-(Vm+60)/14) + ' 

(4.27) 

respectively (Rothman and Manis, 2003b ), at 22°C. 
The operating temperature is adjusted to 37°C by dividing the time constant function by 

kr as determined by equation (4.18) (see Fig. 4.3). The QlOr value used in this model is 3.3, 
which produces a thermal coefficient constant value kr of 5.99. This choice is prompted 
by (Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006) who suggested a value of 3.3 ± 0.3 for QlOr. However, 
this value is somewhat different than that in Rothman and Manis (2003a) as they used a 
QlOr value of 3.0 resulting in 0.2 difference in kr value. This difference is very small. The 
exact value of QlOr is speculative (Rothman and Manis, 2003b ). 
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The same method used to compensate for membrane potential difference in JKLT is used 
here. The modified versions of ( 4.26) and ( 4.27) in terms of relative membrane voltage 
at 37°C are 

1 
roo(V) = 1 + exp ( (V + Vr~ + 76) /7)' 

(4.28) 

<,(V) = [ 237 · exp ( (v + v~ +60) /12) ~7. exp (- (v + v~ +60) /14) + 25] / k, 
(4.29) 

respectively, and are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
r can be in one of two states ro or r1. The Markov representation for r kinetics is 

(4.30) 

where ar and f3r are the transition rate constants, and are calculated from ( 4.12a) and ( 4.12b ). 
The channel is open in :;tate r1. The equation for the Jh current therefore is 

(4.31) 

where % and Nr1 are the single channel conductance and number of channels in state r1, 

respectively (see Table 4.1 on page 35). Values of yh and Nhax are totally speculative. Roth
man and Manis (2003b) suggested that the maximum conductance value gh for Jh is one
tenth that of JKLT for VCN neurons. Thus, gh could be between 0.83 and 1.66 nS (assuming 
that gKLT = 50 pS x 166 channels or x 333 channels, respectively). Therefore, a value 
of 13 pSis assumed for yh and 100 channels for Nhax' resulting in gh = 1.3 nS. 

4.6 Modelling the Ilk Current 

The leakage currem Jlk(t) is linearly dependent on the membrane voltage and is given 
by 

(4.32) 

where glk = 1/ Rm and Rm is the membrane resistance (Table 4.1 on page 35). The leakage 
reversal potential (Elk) is set to maintain a constant resting membrane potential at -78 m V 
across the different versions of the model. This is achieved according to 

E R [V, ( 1 rmax 3 h Nmax 4 Nmax 4 li.Tmax - ) lk = m rest rNa YNa moo oo+rK K noo+YKLT KLTWooZoo+%1Vh roo+glk 

- (YNaNN:"m;~hooENa + yKN~axn!EK + YKLTNKITw!zooEKLT + %NhaxrooEh)]. 

(4.33) 
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4. 7 Simulation Algorithm of the Stochastic Model 

4.7.1 Numerical Solution 

The first-order differential equation (4.1), i.e, the membrane equation, is solved by 
applying Euler's integration method (Strogatz, 2000) which is defined as 

dx(t) = f[x(t)] 
dt 

x(tk+ 1) ~ x(tk) + f[x(tk)] M (k=O,l,2, ... ,n). (4.34) 

Despite the simplicity and computation speed efficiency of Euler's method, it is always 
associated with a deviation error from the exact solution. This problem can be overcome by 
choosing a small time step tit of 1J..ls (Mino et al., 2002; Bruce, 2007). The discrete-time 
difference equation version of (4.1) is 

V [k+ 1] = V [k] + (linj [k]-!Na [k]-/K [k]-/KLT [k]-/h [kl)& /Cm (4.35) 

where (k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,n) is the number of iterations. The model simulation programs were 
written using Matlab® software (version 7.1) running on IBM BladeCenter computation 
servers. 

4. 7.2 The Stochastic Algorithm 

A channel-number-tracking (CNT) algorithm has been developed to simulate the stochas
tic activity in ion channels of the ANF. The algorithm was utilized by Chow and White 
(1996) to model fluctuations in neuronal ion channels. Mino et al. (2002) compared Chow 
and White's CNT algorithm (CW) (illustrated in Fig. 4.4) with other three stochastic model 
algorithms used in modelling the neural membrane. They have shown that (CW) algorithm 
is the most accurate approach, making use of the memory less and statistical independence 
of ion channels. 

Recalling the Markov kinetic schemes (4.2), (4.7), (4.23), and (4.30) for channels Nav, 
Kv, KLT, and HCN, respectively, the lifetime of any channel to stay in a particular state at 
t =to in multichannel systems has the probability density function (p.d.f.) 

p(t) = A.(t) exp [ -A.(t) · (t- to) J, t ~to (4.36) 

where A (t) is the effective transition rate and is expressed as 

3 1 4 4 1 1 

A.(t)= LLNm;hj(t)Sij(t)+ [Nnk(t)8k(t)+ L [Nwpzq(t)o/pq(t)+ [Nr~e(t)eK(t) 
i=O j=O k=O p=Oq=O IC=O 

(4.37) 
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Figure 4.4: Chow and ·white (CW) CNT algorithm during one Euler time step & (indicated 
by the large vertical ticks). During a single time step, the number of channels in each state 
is continuously updated. The life time, t1,i, (indicated by the smaller vertical ticks) of all 
channels to remain in their current states is determined by the value of a pseudorandom 
number, where to+ tl,i < to+ & and i is the recursion index. The number of channels in the 
current and next states is updated according to a second pseudorandom number after the 
time t = to + tz,i has elapsed. The process continues and new life times and state transitions 
are generated until to+ tz,i > to+ & is reached. 

where Nm;hj• Nnk' NwpZq• and NriC are the numbers of INa. lK, lKLT. and h channels in states 
mihj, nb WpZq, and rl(, respectively. Sij(t), 8k(t), o/pq(t), and el((t) are the sums of transi
tion rate constants associated with escapes from states mihj, nh WpZq. and rl(, respectively, 
and are given by 

soo(t) = 3am + ah 
SIO (t) = f3m + o.h + 2am 
s2o(t) = 2f3m + rxh +am 
S3o(t) = 3f3m + rxh 
s01 (t) = 3am + f3h 
su (t) =13m+ ~h + 2am 
s21 (t) = 2f3m + ~h +am 
S31 (t) = 3f3m + ~h 

Oo(t) = 4an 
81 (t) = 3CXn + Pn 
~(t) =2CXn+2~n 
8:3(t) = CXn + 3p~ 
D4(t) = 4f3n 

45 

'l'oo(t) = 4aw+ CXz 
'l'w(t) = f3w+az+3CXw 
V'2o(t) = 2f3w + CXz + 2aw 
V'3o(t) = 3f3w+az+CXw 
V'4o(t) = 4f3w + CXz 
'1'01 (t) = 4CXw + f3z 
'1'11 (t) = f3w + f3z + 3CXw 
'1'21 (t) = 2f3w + f3z + 2aw 
o/31 (t) = 3f3w + f3z + CXw 
'1'41 (t) = 4f3w + f3z 

&J(t) = CXr 
e1 (t) = f3r 

(4.38) 
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The lifetime tz for all channels to stay in their current state at t = to before migrating to 
the next state at t = to + tz is determined by drawing a pseudorandom number p1 from the 
uniform distribution [0, 1], where 

ln(p1 ) 

tz=- A.(t). (4.39) 

After the time t = to + tz has elapsed, the number of channels in one of the 56 transition 
states of the multichannel system is updated. The selection of the transition states is based 
on their probability of transition. The designated transition state is determined by generat
ing a second pseudorandom number P2 uniformly distributed within [0, 1] and comparing 
it to the cumulative state transition probability (f'i(to)) at time to, where 

i T}j 

f'i(to) = l: A.(t) 
J=O 0 

(i=0,1, ... ,56) (4.40) 

where T}j (given in (4.42) on page 49) is the state transition of channels in a particular state 
and ;,}Jo) is the state transition probability of that particular state. f'i(to) is within [0,1]. 

If P2 falls between [f'i-1 (to), f'i(to)] for (i = 1, 2, 3, ... , 56), then the ith state transition 
takes place. Therefore, the number of channels at time t = to + tz is updated such that 
the number of channels in the current state decrements by one channel and the number of 
channels in the next state increments by one channel (i.e., assume a current state x1 and a 
next state x2, therefore, Nx1 := Nx1 - 1 and Nx2 := Nx2 + 1 ). The same procedure is repeated 
and a new lifetime is generated (t =to +tz,1 +tz,z +tz,3 +···,-see Fig. 4.4) until t >to +~t. 
Hence, ( 4.35) integrates one step and proceeds to the next iteration. 

The distribution of the number of channels among the states of gating particles is ini
tialized before integrating (4.35). Channels are allowed to fluctuate for about 200 ms (1.5 
times greater than the maximum time constant, 'rr ). The number of channels in each state at 
the last 50 ms are averaged and used as an initial estimate feed for the number of channels 
in each state for the rest of the simulations. Fig. 4.5 shows kinetics as a function of time 
for the six gating particles m, h, fi, w, z, and f. Values of stochastic gating particles are 
estimated using the empirical method suggested in Bruce (2007), where the fraction of a 
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Figure 4.5: Stochastic ~·teady-state kinetics, used in estimating the initial number of chan
nels, as a function of time for the six gating particles m, h, fi, w, z, and f. the last 50 ms of 
the channels ensemble are averaged and used as an initial estimate feed of the number of 
channels in each state f·x the rest of the simulations. 

particular gating particle to be open is given by 

A= ( Nn4 ) 1/4 
n ~ax 

K 

A Nrl 
r=--N!?ax 

h 
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4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, a computational stochastic model for a node of Ranvier of an ANF 
was implemented. Four stochastic voltage-gated ion channels currents were modelled, in
cluding INa, IK, IKLT, and /h. The operating temperature was adjusted to mammalian body 
temperature (i.e., 37°C). Single channel conductances and number of channels for /KLT 

and h were assumed based on the available data in the published literature. Channel-gating 
kinetics were expressed by a Markov jumping process. Channels conduct only at the state 
where all the gating particles are active. A channel-number-tracking (CNT) algorithm was 
used to imitate the randomness in gating fluctuations. Euler's method was utilized to in
tegrate the first-order differential membrane equation using a relatively small time step. 
The initial number of channels in each simulation trial was estimated after allowing the 
channels in each state to fluctuate around their steady-state resting values. 
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1Jo =0 
1J1 = 3UmNmoho 
712 = f3mNmtho 
713 = 2UmNmtho 
714 = 2f3mNm2ho 
175 = UmNm2ho 
176 = 3f3mNm3ho 
717 = ahNmoho 
718 = f3hNmoh1 
179 = ahNmtho 
7110 = f3hNm1h1 
1J11 = ahNm2ho 
7112 = f3hNm2h1 
7113 = ahNm3ho 
7114 = f3hNm3h1 
7115 = 3amNmoh1 
7116 = f3mNmthl 
7117 = 2amNm1h1 
7118 = 2f3mNm2h1 

7119 = UmNm2h1 
7120 = 3f3mNm3h! 
7J21 = 4anNno 
7122 = f3nNnl 
7123 = 3UnNn1 
7124 = 2f3nNn2 
7125 = 2UnNn2 
7126 = 3f3nNn3 
7127 = anNn3 
7128 = 4f3nNn4 

(moho---+ m1ho) 
(m1ho---+ moho) 
(m1ho---+ m2ho) 
(m2ho---+ m1ho) 
(m2ho---+ m3ho) 
(m3ho---+ m2ho) 
!moho---+ mohi) 
(moh1 ---+moho) 
1:m1ho---+ m1h1) 
1:m1h1 ---+ m1ho) 
~:m2ho---+ m2h1) 
~:m2h1 ---+ m2ho) 
~:m3ho ---+ m3hi) 
:m3h1 ---+ m3ho) 
:moh1 ---+ m1hi) 
:m1h1 ---+ moh1) 
:m1h1 ---+ m2hi) 
:m2h1 ---+ m1hi) 
:m2h1 ---+ m3h1) 
:m3h1 ---+ m2hi) 

(no ---+ n1) 
(n1 ---+no) 
(n1 ---+ n2) 
(n2---+ n1) 
(n2---+ n3) 
(n3---+ n2) 
(n3 ---+ n4) 
(n4---+ n3) 
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7129 = 4awNwozo 
7J30 = f3wNw1zo 
7J31 = 3£XwNwlZO 
7J32 = 2f3wNw2ZO 
7J33 = 2£XwNw2ZO 
7J34 = 3 f3wNw3ZO 
7J35 = £XwNw3zo 
7J36 = 4f3wNw4ZO 
7137 = azNwozo 
7138 = f3zNwozi 
7J39 = azNw1zo 
1J40 = f3zNw1z1 
7J41 = azNw2zo 
7142 = f3zNw2Zl 
7J43 = U-zNw3ZO 
7144 = f3zNw3Zl 
7J45 = aZNW4ZO 
7146 = f3zNw4Zl 
7147 = 4awNwozt 
7J48 = f3wNw1z1 
7J49 = 3£XwNwlZl 
1750 = 2f3wNw2zt 
7151 = 2awNw2z1 

7152 = 3f3wNw3Zl 
7J53 = £XwNw3Zl 
7J54 = 4f3wNw4Zl 
1755 = arNro 
1756 = f3rNr1 

(wozo---+ w1zo) 
(w1zo---+ wozo) 
(WI Zo ---+ W2Z0) 
(W2ZO---+ WIZO) 
( W2ZO ---+ W3Z0) 
(w3zo---+ w2zo) 
(W3ZO---+ W4ZO) 
(W4ZO---+ W3ZO) 
( wozo ---+ woz 1) 
( woz 1 ---+ wozo) 
(WIZO---+ WIZI) 
(WIZl ---+ WIZO) 
( W2ZO ---+ W2Zl) 
( W2Z 1 ---+ W2ZO) 
(w3ZO---+ W3Zl) 
(w3Zl ---+ W3ZO) 
(W4ZO---+ W4Z1) 
(W4Zl ---+ W4ZO) 
(wozl ---+ WIZI) 
(w1z1 ---+ wozi) 
(WIZl---+ W2Zl) 
(W2Zl ---+ WIZI) 
( W2Zl ---+ W3ZI) 
(w3Zl ---+ W2ZI) 
(w3Zl ---+ W4Z1) 
(W4Zl ---+ W3Z1) 

(ro ---+ ri) 
(r1 ---+ ro) 

(4.42) 





Chapter 5 

Single-Pulse Response 

5.1 Overview 

In this chapter and the next, the proposed model is evaluated. Most clinical cochlear 
implants use trains of anplitude-modulated charge-balanced biphasic pulses to stimulate 
the AN (Loizou, 1998; Bruce et al., 1999c; Shepherd and Javel, 1999; Clark, 2003; Rubin
stein, 2004; Sly et al., 2~)07; Macherey et al., 2008). This chapter concentrates on single
pulse responses while th~ next chapter deals with pulse train responses. The standard pulse 
applied in this analysis is a symmetric-biphasic current pulse. Both leading phase polari
ties are examined. Beca1se many of the animals studies and computational models utilize 
monophasic stimulation (Miller et al., 1999b,c, 200lb; Matsuoka et al., 2001; Mino et al., 
2002, 2004 ), the respon~;e to monophasic pulses is also investigated and compared to that 
ofbiphasic pulse. Comparing monophasic and biphasic pulse responses was carried out by 
many CI groups such as Shepherd and Javel (1999), Miller et al. (2001b), and Rattay et al. 
(2001b,a). 

Hyperpolarization-activated cation channels and low threshold potassium channels, wh
ich control the passage of the /h and /KLT respectively, are added systematically to the 
standard Hodgkin-HuxlEy model. As a result, four models evolve as follows: i) standard 
Hodgkin-Huxley model, Model-l; ii) h only added to the standard model, Model-II; iii) 
IKLT only added to the standard model, Model-III; and iv) both /h and /KLT added to the 
standard model, Model-TV. An intracellular-injected1 charge-balanced biphasic pulse of 
both leading phase polruities, at different pulse-widths and interphase gaps, is applied to 
the four models. A depo arizing monophasic pulse is utilized in the monophasic analysis. 

1 Intracellular injection means that the electrode is inserted inside the cell and penetrating the cell mem
brane. However, most of the physiological experiments that involve cochlear implants stimulation stimulate 
the nerve extracellularly. Accordingly, the polarity of stimulation is switched, that is, an intracellular depo
larizing pulse is an extracellular hyperpolarizing pulse and vice vera. 
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5.2 Basic Stimulus Response 

The effect of adding /h and/or hLT to the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model on the 
membrane response is investigated. Single biphasic pulses of both leading phase polari
ties are injected into each of the four model versions, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (depolarizing
phase leading-left panels; and hyperpolarizing-phase leading-right panels). Two stimulus 
currents at the subthreshold (FE=20%) and suprathreshold (FE=80%) levels are utilized 
(Figs. 5.1A & B; and C & D, respectively). The pulse-width is maintained at 100 f.lS/phase. 
Due to the stochastic nature of the model which increases the uncertainty in the response, 
each curve is produced by averaging the relative membrane potential of 1000 repetitions 
of Monte-Carlo simulation. Traces of membrane potential in the subthreshold cases are 
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phase leading phase leading 
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Figure 5.1: Responses of the four versions of the model to a single stimulus pulse 
(depolarizing-phase leading-left panels; and hyperpolarizing-phase leading-right panels). 
A and B shows the response to a subthreshold stimulus current (FE=20% ). C and D shows 
the response to a suprathreshold stimulus current (FE=80% ). Each curve is produced by 
averaging 1000 repetitions of Monte-Carlo simulation. 
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selected from trials in which no action potential occurs, while in the suprathreshold cases, 
only trials that elicit an action potential are selected. 

In Fig. 5.1A, sodium channels are partially activated during the depolarizing phase, 
where their effect dominates causing the four versions to rise to almost the same level. 
During the hyperpolari:.iing phase, the membrane voltages of the four model versions show 
different hyperpolarizing levels before the end of the stimulating pulse, where Model-l 
has the lowest ( -5.0 mV) while Model-IV has the highest ( -11.4 mV). Because of the 
leading depolarization, the KLT channels have begun opening and the HCN channels have 
begun closing when the hyperpolarizing pulse arrives, producing an increased outward lKLT 

and decreased inward I 1 , respectively, both of which lead to a stronger hyperpolarization. 
The model is then injeeted by a hyperpolarizing-phase leading subthreshold stimulus, as 
shown in Fig. 5.1B. During the hyperpolarizing phase, Model-l produces the highest hy
perpolarizing level ( -41.94 m V). Model-IT and Model-IV has lower hyperpolarizing levels 
(-36.22 m V and -34.03 m V, respectively) due to the activation of Jh and the deactivation 
of lKLT, causing the membrane potential to sag back toward the resting potential. 

The suprathreshold responses in Figs. 5.1C and D, Model-l has the longest latency at 
both leading phase polarities, whereas Model-IV exhibits the shortest latency. The mem
brane voltage during the hyperpolarizing-phase in Figs. 5.1B and D are similar. Model-III 
and Model-IV returns to the resting potential faster than the other two models because of 
the efflux of lKLT and JK that remain for some time after the removal of the stimulus. 

Membrane potential waveforms of the four models in response to a single long anodic 
and cathodic monophasic current steps are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. In 
Fig. 5.2, a suprathreshold current at 33 pA and pulse-width of 150 ms is injected intra
cellularly. The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model, Model-l, (A) does not show the after
hyperpolarization phase of the action potential and sharply returns to zero relative mem
brane potential upon the termination of the stimulus current, (arrow head A). Although the 
original Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) equations successfully modelled the after-hyperpolar
ization phase, their model was based on an operating temperature of 6.3°C. Kinetics equa
tions in this study are adjusted to 37 .0°C. This huge increase in the operating temperature 
speeds up the gating kinetics substantially. Therefore, potassium channels return to rest 
very fast before the accumulation of the negative ions inside the membrane. B shows the 
addition of h only, Model-11. When the membrane is depolarized, the r gating particle 
shuts down, preventing the passage of the Jh. When the stimulus is removed, the membrane 
shows after-hyperpolatization (see arrow head A) as the r gates are still closed and take 
time to return to rest (:iee Fig. 4.2 on page 39), due to the slow kinetics of r. Hence, the 
membrane becomes more negative before it returns to the resting membrane potential. 

Panel C of Fig. 5.2 shows the effect of adding JKLT alone, Model-III. The effect of lKLT 

is apparent in lowering the level at which the membrane potential is depolarized by the pro
longed current pulse. This could be related to the rapid adaptation components, observed 
in murine spiral ganglion neurons (Mo et al., 2002). The small after-hyperpolarization (A) 
is due to the slow inactivation z of lKLT. Therefore, the JKLT current continues to flow out 
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Figure 5.2: Examples of action potentials from different channel combination models in re
sponse to anodic monophasic current pulse. The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model, Model
II (A). Adding /h alone, Model-l (B). Adding /KLT alone, Model-III (C). Adding both, 
Model-IV (D). Pulse-width is 150 ms. 

of the cell causing the membrane potential to be more negative (before the appearance of 
the effect of the inactivation component z). Finally, the action potential of the complete 
model that includes both hand /KLT, Model-IV (D), has features that are seen in Model
II and Model-III such as the long after-hyperpolarization and lower sustained depolarized 
membrane potential, respectively. The two small spikes in D (arrow head .6.) are not action 
potentials, but rather due to the stochastic activity of the sodium gating particles. 

The models are then injected with a hyperpolarizing current pulse at -50 pA and pulse
width of 150 ms. Model-l and Model-III (Fig. 5.3 A and C, respectively) show similar 
responses. For these two models, all voltage-gated channels are closed and the displace
ment in the membrane voltage is only due to the injected and capacitance currents. On the 
other hand, when the /h is included in Model-II (B) or Model-IV (D), a hyperpolarizing 
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Figure 5.3: Examples of action potentials from different channel combination models in 
response to cathodic monophasic current pulse. The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model, 
Model-l (A). Adding h alone, Model-II (B). Adding JKLT alone, Model-III (C). Adding 
both, Model-IV (D). Pulse-width is 150 ms. 

current pulse causes the r particles to become fully open. Influx of positive ions force the 
membrane to depolarize faster resulting in a voltage sag (arrow head (•), Fig. 5.3 B and 
D). Physiological studies have shown similar results (Chen, 1997; Mo and Davis, 1997b; 
Bal and Oertel, 2000; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006). Moreover, upon the termination of the 
stimulus (j), an action potential is generated in Model-II and Model-IV due to the pres
ence of Jh, which is not the case for Model-l and Model-III. The long time required by this 
hyperpolarization-activated action potential to return to rest is due to the slow kinetics of 
the r particles which slow down the time required for the hyperpolarization-activated cation 
channels to return to its resting state. 
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5.3 Varying the Pulse-width 

To evaluate the effect of varying the pulse-width of the stimulus pulse on the four 
models, each model is stjmulated at pulse-widths of 100, 200, 300, 500 and 700 jJS per 
phase. Three stimulation modes are used: i) depolarizing-phase leading biphasic pulse; 
ii) hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic pulse; and iii) anodic (depolarizing) monopha
sic pulse. Parameters sw::h as firing efficiency, threshold, relative spread, mean latency, 
and jitter are measured. Threshold and relative spread were defined in § 3.2.1. The other 
parameters will be defined accordingly in the text. Simulation results values are listed in 
Appendix A. 

The first parameter to investigate is the firing efficiency. Firing efficiency (FE) is defined 
as the probability of a ne::ve fiber to spike in response to a certain stimulus input. Verveen 
( 1960) and Bruce et al. (l999c) showed that the relation governing the spiking probability 
and the stimulus level is well fit by an integrated-Gaussian function (sigmoidal function). 

Fig. 5.4 shows FE as a function of stimulus current level, pulse-width (rows), and stim
ulation mode (columns). Each point is evaluated from 1000 repetitions of Monte-Carlo 
simulation (symbols). Data points are then fit by an integrated-Gaussian function (solid 
lines). The FE curves fo:~ the four models in all three stimulation cases shift to the left as 
pulse-width increases. T1is indicates a decrease in threshold level (threshold is the stimu
lus current level at 0.5 firing probability). The decrease in threshold is substantial when the 
pulse-width is changed from 100 jJS to 200 jJS per phase, whereas at longer pulse-widths 
the change is smaller. 

Model-l and Model-IV have the lowest and highest thresholds, respectively, in all cases 
except at 100 jJS per phase, biphasic, hyperpolarizing-phase leading stimulus (first row, 
middle panel), where the threshold of Model-l is higher than the other three models (see 
also Fig. 5.6A, filled symbols). In this particular case, the curves of Model-II, Model-III, 
and Model-IV overlap (i.e. they have equal thresholds). FE curves of the four models, when 
stimulated with the depolarizing-phase leading biphasic pulse (left column panels), show 
similar patterns to their corresponding responses of the anodic-monophasic pulse (right 
column panels), at the same pulse-width. For instance, Model-II has higher threshold than 
Model-III at shorter puh>e-widths (left and right panels in the first and second rows), then 
thresholds of both models overlap at 500 jJS per phase before the threshold of Model-III 
becomes higher at longer pulse-widthes. This observation is not seen in the case where 
the stimulus pulse is the hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic (bottom panel of middle 
column). A final remark about Fig. 5.4 is that the difference in threshold between Model-l 
and Model-IV is larger in the case of anodic-monophasic or depolarizing-phase leading 
biphasic stimulations than with hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation. 

The relation between threshold and pulse-width is illustrated in Fig. 5.5A, B, and 
C for depolarizing-pha~~e leading biphasic, hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic, and 
anodic-monophasic, respectively. Models I, II, III, and IV are represented by symbols 
o,*, x, and+, respectively. Threshold decreases with increasing pulse-width, as noted 
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Figure 5.4: Firing efficiency curves as a function of stimulus currents pulses at dif
ferent pulse-widths. Columns from left represent depolarizing-phase leading biphasic, 
hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic, and anodic monophasic stimulation modes. Rows 
from top show the response at different pulse-widths. Symbols •, _., +, and • represent 
Model-l, Model-11, Model-III, and Model-IV, respectively. Each point is obtained from 
1000 repetitions of Monte-Carlo simulation. Solid lines are the integrated-Gaussian fits. 
Interphase gape for biphasic stimuli is zero J.tS. 
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above. However, threshold reaches an asymptotic value at longer pulse-widths. This is 
the minimum threshold that a model can reach regardless of the size of the stimulus pulse
width. 

At shorter pulse-widths, depolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation has lower 
threshold than hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation (Fig.5.6A, filled sym
bols) but higher than threshold level of anodic-monophasic stimulation (Fig.5. 7 A, filled 
symbols). On the other hand, at longer pulse-widths, reversing the leading phase polarities 
or using an anodic monophasic pulse does not affect the threshold for each of the four mod
els (i.e. each model exhibits similar thresholds regardless of the stimulation mode )-see 
Fig.5.6A, open symboh: and Fig.5.7A, open symbols. 

Relative spread (RS) as a function of pulse-width phase duration is shown in Fig. 5.5D, 
E, and F for depolariz[ng-phase leading biphasic, hyperpolarizing-phase leading bipha
sic, and anodic-monophasic, respectively. RS is the standard deviation of the integrated
Gaussian function normalized to threshold level and is used as a measure for the relative 
noise in threshold fluctuations. Model-l and Model-IT exhibit no change in RS with pulse 
width. In contrast, in Model-III, the membrane noise increases substantially, especially 
with longer pulse-widths. The same effect is seen with Model-IV, however it is less than 
that of Model-III. The logarithmic increase in RS reaches an asymptotic value at longer 
pulse-widths. Reversircg the leading phase polarities has minor effects on RS except for 
Model-III and Model-lV, where the RS in response to a depolarizing-phase leading be
comes higher at longer pulse-widths (Fig. 5.6B). RS of anodic-monophasic stimulation is 
less than that of depolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation for shorter pulse-widths 
while RS is similar for longer pulse-widths(Fig. 5.7B). 

The temporal properties of an action potential are quantified by the mean latency and 
jitter. Latency (LT) is the mean time for a spike to occur after applying a stimulus, while 
jitter (JT) is the standard deviation of spike occurrence times. Fig. 5.8A shows latency as a 
function of leading phase polarity. At 100 J.1S per phase pulse-width, the change in spike LT 
is very small between th.e different models (filled symbols), which is not the case for longer 
pulse-width (open syrrhols). Generally, Model-l has the longest LT while Model-IV has 
the shortest. Hyperpolarizing-phase leading-stimulation has longer LT than depolarizing
phase leading and anodic-monophasic. In Fig. 5.9A, LTs of depolarizing-phase leading 
biphasic and monophasic stimulation are compared, where not much difference in LT is 
observed (filled and open symbols). 

Jitter of Model-11 is higher than other models except for hyperpolarizing-phase lead
ing and anodic-monophasic at 100 IJ.S per phase where jitter of Model-l is higher (Fig. 5.8B 
and 5.9B). Depolarizing-phase leading JT is lower than anodic-monophasic and hyperpolar
izing-phase leading biphasic JT for shorter pulse-widths but has close values at longer 
pulse-width. 
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Figure 5.6: Summary plots showing threshold (A) and relative spread (B) as a function of 
leading phase polarities for four different channel combinations (see legend). Filled and 
open symbols represent pulse-widths at 100 f-LS and 700 f-LS per phase, respectively. Inter
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5.4 Varying the Interphase Gap 

Responses of the four models to interphase gaps of 0, 20, 40, 80, 130, and 200 l..lS are 
evaluated. Pulse-width is fixed at 100 l..lS per phase. Depolarizing- and hyperpolarizing
phase leading biphasic pulses are used. Simulation result values are listed in Appendix A. 

Firing efficiency curves are shown in Fig. 5.10. Rows show the response at different 
interphase gaps. Left and right columns show the response to depolarizing-phase lead
ing and hyperpolarizing-phase leading pulses, respectively. As in Fig. 5.4, each point is 
evaluated from 1000 repetitions of Monte-Carlo simulation (symbols). Data sets are fit by 
integrated-Gaussian function (solid lines). 
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Figure 5.10: Firing efficiency curves as a function of stimulus currents pulses at differ
ent interphase gaps. Columns from left represent depolarizing-phase leading biphasic and 
hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation modes. Rows from top show the re
sponse at different interphase gaps. Symbols •, •, +, and • represent Model-l, Model-II, 
Model-III, and Model-IV, respectively. Each point is obtained from 1000 repetitions of 
Monte-Carlo simulation. Solid lines are the integrated-Gaussian fits. 
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Increasing the interphase gap with depolarizing-phase leading stimulation has mini
mum effect on the general shape of the FE curves (Fig. 5.10, left column), and the de
crease in threshold is relatively small (~ 3 pA)-see Fig.5.11A. However, Model-IV has 
the highest threshold level and Model-l has the lowest. In the case of hyperpolarizing
phase leading stimulation (Fig. 5.10, right column), the threshold level decreases sub
stantially at longer interphase-gaps (~ 18 pA decrease)-see Fig.5.11B. At 200 f.lS gap 
width, threshold levels of depolarizing-phase leading biphasic stimulation become sim
ilar to those of hyperpolarizing-phase leading biphasic (Fig. 5.12A, open symbols) and 
anodic-monophasic (Fig. 5.7 A, dotted-open symbols) in most of the cases. 

Model-III and Modd-IV show an increase in RS when increasing the interphase gap 
(Fig.5.11C and D). However, this increase is less than when varying the pulse-width. RS 
of the depolarizing-phase leading stimulation is relatively equal to RS of the opposite po
larity at longer interpha~:e gaps (Fig.5.12B, open symbols). Moreover, depolarizing-phase 
leading RS is similar to ;hat of anodic-monophasic (Fig. 5.7B, dotted-open symbols). 

Latencies of depolar.zing-phase leading stimuli are shorter than hyperpolarizing-phase 
leading stimuli at longer interphase gaps (Fig. 5.13A, open symbols). When compared to 
anodic-monophasic, mean LTs are similar (Fig. 5.9A, open dotted symbols). Furthermore, 
whether the stimulus is anodic-monophasic or depolarizing-phase leading biphasic, the 
change in LT value is small, regardless of the size of the gap. Model-II, Model-III, and 
Model-IV have depolarizing-phase leading JTs equal to anodic-monophasic JTs (Fig. 5.9B, 
open dotted symbols). 

5.5 Discussion 

In this chapter, results of single pulse response were presented. Both Jh and JKLT do 
have effects on action potential generation. h is an hyperpolarization-activated cation in
ward current which tendB to depolarize the membrane when the membrane is below resting 
potential. On the other hand, JKLT is activated when the membrane is depolarized, forming 
an outward current whic 1 speeds up the membrane repolarization after an action potential. 
The standard Hodgkin-Euxley model used in this study was limited in describing some of 
the firing properties observed during the ANFs stimulation. These properties include after
hyperpolarization phase of AP, anode-break excitation, and inward rectification that follows 
a hyperpolarizing stimulus. Although, the original Hodgkin-Huxley equations can model 
the first two phenomena, yet they are absent in the Hodgkin-Huxley model used here. One 
possibility could be due to the very fast kinetics of Na+ and K+ gates at mammalian body 
temperature. When Jh or/and JKLT was added to the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model, the 
after-hyperpolarization appeared. Jh also showed a 'sag' in membrane voltage when the 
membrane was injected with a hyperpolarizing current pulse consistent with physiological 
data in Mo and Davis (1997b) and Chen (1997). Furthermore, JKLT lowers the sustained 
depolarized level of the action potential when injected with a depolarizing current which 
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could be a sign of rapid adaptation seen in spiral ganglion neurons (Mo et al., 2002). 
It is noteworthy to mention that the very slow kinetics of /h makes the transition of the 

gating particles from one state to another unlikely when a single short stimulating pulse is 
used. Therefore, /h tends to be stationary around its resting value for short pulse-widths. 
However, at resting membrane potential the gating particles are partially active and an in
ward current is formed. The relatively fast-activation particles wand very-slow-incomplete 
inactivation gating particles z helps /KLT to be fully active when stimulated with short stim
ulus pulses. 

Adding both currents to the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model elevated the threshold 
level more than that of the Hodgkin-Huxley model alone. Including either /h or IKLT in
creased the threshold too in most cases, but less than when both currents were included 
simultaneously. Thus, the effects of /h and /KLT on threshold are additive. Threshold 
is inversely proportional to pulse-width duration. All four current combinations showed 
higher thresholds for biphasic stimulation than with monophasic stimulation, consistent 
with Shepherd et al. (1999) and Miller et al. (200lb). Threshold with depolarizing-phase 
leading stimulus is lower than with hyperpolarizing-phase leading. 

When adding /KLT alone or with /h, relative spread showed an increase with increasing 
the pulse-width (a relation which is absent in the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model alone). 
This result is consistent with physiological data of Bruce et al. ( 1999c ), in which cat ANFs 
stimulated by a cochlear implant were found to have an increasing RS with increasing 
pulse-width. /KLT appears to be responsible for adding membrane noise to the threshold 
fluctuations that are primarily due to stochastic Na+, channel activation. 

Latency produced by hyperpolarizing-phase leading pulses was longer than depolarizing
phase leading pulses. However, physiological data have shown an opposite result, which is 
more likely attributed to the change in site of initiation of action potential (Shepherd et al., 
1999). This discrepancy may be due to limitations of the model used here as the model only 
simulates responses at a single node of Ranvier and ignores neighboring regions, forcing 
the model to be sensitive to the depolarizing-phases only. Extending the model to an axonal 
model (having several nodes of Ranvier) is necessary to describe spatial effects. 

When the interphase gap is increased, the properties of the biphasic stimulations ap
proach those of monophasic, similar to the results of Shepherd et al. (1999). 
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Chapter 6 

Pulse-Trai11 Response 

6.1 Overview 

Single-pulse analysi1; described in chapter 5 is extended further to evaluate responses 
to pulse trains. Clinical cochlear implants use amplitude-modulated biphasic pulse trains 
to stimulate the auditory nerve. Litvak et al. (200 1 ), Zhang et al. (2007), and Miller et al. 
(2008), have shown that spike rate adaptation is positively correlated to pulse rate. Also, 
it has been suggested that increasing the stimulus pulse rate may improve the temporal 
response of ANF to electrical stimulation by desynchronizing the nerve response, imitating 
the randomness observed in the response of normal ears (Rubinstein et al., 1999; Litvak 
et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008). 

The main objective of this chapter is assess the validity of adding /h and/or /KLT to the 
standard Hodgkin-Huxley model to explain spike rate adaptation observed in CI stimulation 
experiments. To do so, tl:e four ANF models (Model-l, Model-IT, Model-III, Model-IV;
defined in § 5.1) are stimulated using pulse trains of depolarizing-phase leading biphasic 
stimuli at rates (200, 80C, and 2000 pulsejs) similar to those used in clinical cochlear im
plants (Zhang et al., 2007). Stimulus levels are expressed in terms of firing efficiency to 
the first pulse. For every pulse rate at each stimulus level, poststimulus time (PSTH) and 
interspike-interval (lSI) histograms are measured. Spike rate adaptation effects are evalu
ated using methods described in Zhang et al. (2007). 

6.2 Poststimulus-Time Histogram 

Poststimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) of pulse-train responses are shown in Fig. 6.1 
on page 70 and 71. Simulated PSTHs (Figs. 6.1B, 6.1C, and 6.1D) are compared to PSTHs 
of a cat ANFs stimulatiors (Fig. 6.1A) described in Zhang et al. (2007). To facilitate com
parison, the method defined in Zhang et al. (2007) to quantify for adaptation is followed. 
Two categories of bin widths are utilized: i) a "narrow-bin" width of 1 ms (vertical bars); 
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and ii) a group of eight non-overlapping "wide-bin" windows. These windows are 0-4, 
4-12, 12-24, 24-36, 36-48, 48-100, 100-200, and 200-300ms after pulse-train onset and 
are specified by their midpoints (unfilled symbols). The reason for choosing two bin sizes 
is that the narrow-bin may not accurately differentiate between adaptation and desynchro
nization that may occur in the nerve response, while the wide-bins can show the trend of 
spike rate behavior over a long period of time. 

Figs. 6.1B, 6.1C, and 6.1D display PSTHs at three different current levels denoted 
in terms of firing efficiency to the first pulse (FE 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, respectively). His
tograms calculations are based on 100 Monte-Carlo simulation trials. In all three figures, 
responses to stimulus pulse rates of 200, 800, and 2000 pulse Is are explored (columns) for 
each individual model type (rows, from top: Model-l, Model-II, Model-III, and Model-IV). 
Fig. 6.1A from Zhang et al. (2007) shows the responses to stimulus pulse rates at 250, 1000, 
5000, and 10000 pulse Is (columns) for three stimulus levels (rows). The stimulus levels 
used in Zhang et al. (2007) span a range that produces low firing probability (20-40%) to 
the first pulse to a maximal response rate over the final100 ms (Zhang et al., 2007). 

In ANFs of cats, spike rate adaptation increases with pulse rate (Litvak et al., 2001; 
Zhang et al., 2007) as shown in Fig. 6.1A. Care should be taken while interpreting this fig
ure, as adaptation, refractoriness, and the low firing probabilities have combined effects in 
suppressing the spike rate (Miller et al., 2008). Increasing the stimulus level will increase 
the firing probability and may overcome the refractory effect, which is apparent in the 
second and third rows in Fig. 6.1A, leading to a dominant adaptation effect. In their analy
sis, Zhang et al. (2007) quantified two adaptation components based on the time constants 
of the wide-bin histograms: i) rapid, which appears directly after the onset of the stimulus 
(0-12 ms); and ii) short-term components, which may last for several milliseconds after 
pulse train onset. Each row in Fig. 6.1A is compared to its nearest corresponding stimulus 
level in Figs. 6.1B, 6.1 C, and 6.1D. 

Model-l across all stimulus levels and pulse rates does not show any signs of adapta
tion. This is emphasized by the nearly fiat wide-bin curves (in contrast to the exponen
tial decay seen in Fig. 6.1A). The drop in spike rate seen directly after the onset during 
the 2000 pulse Is may mistakenly be interpreted as adaptation. However, this drop is due 
to refractoriness rather than spike rate adaptation. Looking at the three stimulus level cases 
of Model-I at 2000 pulse Is, the spike rate increases with increasing stimulus level (i.e., the 
spike rate is dependent on the stimulus level) which indicates reduction in refractory effects 
and increase in firing probability. 

In contrast to Model-l, Model-II shows strong rapid and short-term adaptations in all 
cases. Even at the lower stimulus rate (200 pulse Is), adaptation is evident, especially at 
higher stimulus levels (left panels, second row of Figs. 6.1C, and 6.1D). One more evidence 
of adaptation in Model-II is the decrease in the wide-bin exponential decay time constants 
with stimulus rate, which is similar to Fig. 6.1A). 

Model-III shows rapid adaptation rather than short-term adaptation as indicated by the 
drop in spike rate directly after stimulus onset. This effect gets more apparent at higher 
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pulse rates. Mo et al. (:W02) have shown in an earlier study that low-threshold potassium 
channels may be respcnsible for rapid adaptation. Again, refractory effects can not be 
avoided, however, the drop in response rate is somewhat independent of stimulus level. Not 
surprisingly, Model-IV has a combined behavior of Model-11 and Model-III. Adaptation 
effects in Model-IV are qualitatively close to physiological data. 

6.3 Inter-spike Intervals Histogram 

Inter-spike interval (lSI) histograms (Fig. 6.2 on page 72 and 73) are evaluated to asses 
the variations in the temporal responses. Fig. 6.2A shows lSI histograms obtained from cats 
ANF stimulation experiments, carried out by Miller et al. (2008). The analyses conducted 
in Miller et al. (2008) were based on the data obtained from Zhang et al. (2007). Simi
lar to Fig. 6.1A, Fig. 6.2A shows lSI histograms from one fiber stimulated at 250, 1000, 
and 5000 pulsefs pulse trains (columns) and at four different stimulus levels (rows). Stim
ulus levels span a range that produced low firing probability (20-40%) to the first pulse to 
maximal (saturated) re~;ponse rate over the final 100 ms epoch of the stimulus train (Miller 
et al., 2008). For each ~;timulation condition (pulse rate and stimulus level), the histograms 
are divided into three analysis time windows (0-12, 4-50, 200-300 ms). lSI within each 
window are computed ~eparately to avoid biasing towards low values (Miller et al., 2008). 
Simulation results repcrted here are investigated using the same analysis methodology de
scribed in Miller et al. (2008) to facilitate comparison. Each column in Figs. 6.2 B, 6.2 C, 
and 6.2D represents the responses to 200, 800, and 2000 pulse/s stimulus rates (left, mid
dle, and right, respectively). Figs. 6.2B, 6.2C, and 6.2D show the responses to stimulus 
levels producing FEs of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 to the first pulse, respectively. 

Consistent with Fig. 6.2A, the centroids of the lSI histograms in Figs. 6.2B, 6.2C, 
and 6.2D shift toward shorter intervals with increasing stimulus level. In most cases, 
Model-l shows substantial increase in the number of intervals, specially in the 200-300 ms 
epoch ("steady-state" as defined in Miller et al. (2008)), with respect to the other models. 
This may indicate the lack of short-term adaptation. At the 200 pulsefs pulse rate, the lSI 
are locked at the pulse period (5 ms) and its multiples, where the effect of refractoriness is 
minimum. On the otht:r hand, the 800 and 2000 pulse/ s pulse rate responses are affected 
by the refractory periods (0.5-1 ms). In Fig. 6.20, ISis of Models-11, III, and IV exhibit 
more spread than that in Model-l at higher pulse rates, which is comparable to Fig. 6.2A. 

Figure 6.1: PSTH from the response of Models-l,ll,ill, and IV (rows) at stimulus pulse rates 
of 200, 800, and 2000 pulse/s (columns). B, C, and D represent stimulus levels at 0.2, 0.5, 
and 0.8 firing probability to the first pulse. Thin vertical bars represent histograms based 
on 1 ms bins, while open symbols represents wider bins. Histograms are obtained from 
100 simulation trials. A is obtained from Zhang et al. (2007, Fig. 2, p. 360). (continued on 
page 70 and 71 c........t) 
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Figure 6.2: lSI from the response ofModels-I, II, III, and IV (rows) at stimulus pulse rates 
of 200, 800, and 2000 pulse/s (columns). B, C, and D represent stimulus levels at 0.2, 0.5, 
and 0.8 firing probability to the first pulse. A is obtained from Miller et al. (2008, Fig. 1, p. 
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6.4 Response Rate Adaptation Analysis 

6.4.1 Rate-Level Function 

Response rates of Models-I, II, III, and IV are plotted in Fig. 6.3 as a function of stimu
lus current levels1 and pulse rates(-,---, and··· representing 200, 800, and 2000 pulse/s, 
respectively). Spike rates are calculated during two different onset epochs (0-4 ms and 0-
12 ms-Figs. 6.3A and 6.3B, respectively). 

In spite of the limited number of data points used to plot each curve (only three points 
each), yet there is useful information that can be extracted. During the very early onset 
in Fig. 6.3A, refractoriness dominates, limiting spike rates from reaching their saturation 
values at higher pulse rates. Interestingly, Model-III in Figs. 6.3A and 6.3B, and Model
IV in Fig. 6.3B, show lower spike rates at the 2000 pulse/s stimulus rate, in contrast to 
Model-l and Model-II in both panels. This pattern could support that JKLT is responsible 
for rapid adaptation, as suggested by Mo et al. (2002). Zhang et al. (2007) have observed 
lower threshold levels at higher stimulus pulse rates within the first 12 ms after stimulus 
onset (Zhang et al., 2007, c.f. Fig. 3, p. 361). Model-II in Fig. 6.3B shows the closest 
results to Zhang and colleague's. However, re-plotting Fig. 6.3 with more sufficient data 
points would yield more accurate comparison. 

6.4.2 Effects of Adaptation 

To asses the effects of adaptation, rate-level functions (Zhang et al., 2007) for the four 
model versions, stimulated at a pulse rate of 2000 pulse/ s, are illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Three 
different response epochs are specified. These epochs are denoted as in Zhang et al. (2007): 
"onset" (0-1 ms); "rapid" (0-12 ms); and "short-term" or "steady-state" (200-300 ms). The 
onset response is influenced by refractory effects. Model-III and Model-IV show lower 
response rates at the onset and rapid epochs than Models-I and II, when comparing response 
rates at the same firing efficiency to the first pulse. This could be an indication of rapid 
adaptation. Model-II and Model-IV have shallower slopes than Model-l and III for the 
steady-state epoch. As expected, Model-l shows no difference in response rate between 
the rapid and short-term epochs. These results suggest that Jh is responsible for short-term 
adaptation. Results from Fig. 6.4 are comparable to Zhang et al. (2007, c.f. Fig. 4, p. 
361), where the "rapid" and "steady-state" epochs responses are apart, with the "steady
state" response being the lowest. It is noteworthy that the stimulus pulse rate in Zhang and 
colleague's figure is 5000 pulse/s. 

1 Most of the analysis in this subsection and the two subsequent subsections are built on the methods 
described in Zhang et al. (2007) for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 6.3: Rate-level functions of the four models at multiple pulse rates for two onset 
epochs. A shows the r~sponse rate at the early 4 ms after onset (0-4 ms epoch), while B 
shows the response duing a longer epoch (0-12 ms epoch). Models-!, II, II, III, and IV 
are represented by filled symbols. Solid, dashed, and dotted curves represent pulse rates at 
200, 800, and 2000 pul;ejs, respectively. 

6.4.3 Spike-Rate Adaptation 

To investigate the effect of pulse rate on short-term spike-rate adaptation, two variables 
are defined (Zhang et al., 2007): rate decrement, which is calculated by subtracting the 
spike rate in the steady -state epoch (200-300 ms) from that in the onset window (0-12 ms ); 
and the normalized rate decrement, which is computed by dividing the rate decrement by 
the onset response. Fig. 6.5 illustrates spike rate decrement (left column) and normalized 
spike rate decrement (right column) as a function of onset response rate (0-12 ms), for 
three stimulus pulse ra:es: 200, 800, and 2000 pulsejs (Fig. 6.5A & Fig. 6.5B; Fig. 6.5C & 
Fig. 6.5D; and Fig. 6.5E & Fig. 6.5F, respectively). Two regions of adaptation are defined: 
"strong" (in gray) and "weak". The strong adaptation areas in each panel are bounded by 
arbitrarily defined slope values between 0.75 and 1.0. It is worth noting that these strong 
adaptation boundaries are somewhat different than those defined in Zhang et al. (2007), 
where they chose an area between 0.9 and 1.0. 

In all pulse rate cases, Model-l shows almost zero rate decrement, which can be in
terpreted as weak or ro adaptation. Model-II on the other hand shows strong adaptation, 
which gets stronger at higher pulse rates. Model-IV tends toward stronger adaptation how
ever slightly less than Model-II. Model-III exhibits stronger adaptation than Model-l, yet 
weaker than Model-II and Model-IV. These results are consistent with Zhang et al. (2007, 
c.f. Fig. 5, p. 363) where spike rate decrements become equal to onset response rate when 
the stimulus pulse rat.~ is increased. Looking at panels B, D, and F, the normalized rate 
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decrements become smaller at higher onset spike rates that are greater than 200 spike j s, 
consistent with Zhang et al. (2007) who suggested that this effect may result from greater 
stimulus levels that can partially overcome adaptation. 

6.4.4 Sources of Adaptation 

In the aforementioned subsections, it has been suggested that h is probably responsible 
for short-term adaptation and /KLT is responsible for rapid adaptation. This hypothesis is 
investigated in more detail below. 

A novel analysis method is used to account for sources of adaptation in ANF mem
branes. The membrane voltage2 at the inter-pulse gaps is averaged. One reason to do so, 
is because tracking membrane potential on point by point basis is impractical and time 

2The terms membrane potential and membrane voltage are used interchangeably. 
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Figure 6.5: Spike rate decrement (left column) and normalized spike rate decrement (right 
column) as a function of onset response rate, for three stimulus pulse rates 200, 800, 
and 2000 pulse Is (A & B; C & D; and E & F, respectively). The gray region indicates 
"strong adaptation" (a~ defined in Zhang et al. (2007)) and is arbitrarily chosen to be ;:::: 
0.75 of the normalized rate decrement. Symbols represent the four model versions. 

consuming, due to tht: long simulation period and high pulse rate. In Fig. 6.6, the four 
model versions are stimulated by pulse trains at 2000 pulse Is for a duration of 20 ms ( = 39 
pulses). The relatively short simulation duration (compared to the PSTH and lSI simula
tions, which lasted for 300 ms) is because short-term adaptation in this model appears at 
about 15 ms after stimulus onset. This value is obtained after tracking traces of membrane 
potentials over long periods of time at 2000 pulse Is. For each pulse, the membrane voltage 
is averaged over the last 100 I..LS of the inter-pulse gap, i.e., before the subsequent pulse. 
Each point in Fig. 6.6 is computed by calculating the mean of the averaged voltage for 50 
Monte-Carlo simulation (filled circles). Error bars represent the mean± one standard de
viation. Five restricted spiking conditions are defined: i) "zero-current" (A); ii) "no-spike" 
(B); iii) "first-spike" (C); iv) "middle-spike" (D); and v) "suprathreshold" (E), which will 
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be explained below. Figs. 6.6B, C, and D are stimulated at subthreshold stimulus level of 
0.2 firing probability to the first pulse. Fig. 6.6A is stimulated using zero current injec
tion. Fig. 6.6E is stimulated at suprathreshold stimulus level of 0.999 firing probability 
to the first pulse. Models-1, II, Ill, and IV, are represented in blue, red, green, and black, 
respectively. 

In the "zero-current" case (Fig. 6.6A), the inter-pulse membrane potential of Model-l is 
at rest (zero relative membrane potential) with almost no deviations. Model-II and Model
IV show insignificant deviations from the nominal resting potential \P > 0.05). Model-III 
exhibits significant fluctuations around the nominal resting membrane potential (P < 0.01). 

In the "no-spike" case (Fig. 6.6B), membrane potential traces are taken only from trials 
in which no action potential was elicited. The inter-pulse membrane voltage of Model-l 
fluctuates around -1.2 m V. The membrane does not have enough time to recover from the 
hyperpolarizing phase and return to resting potential (zero relative membrane voltage) due 
to the high pulse rate. Model-11 starts at the same values of Model-l and decreases linearly 
with time (P < 0.001) with a slope of -0.0518 mV /pulse. One possibility could be due 
to the closing of the /h gating particle r during the depolarizing phase (see Fig. 4.2 on 
page 39). When the membrane becomes more positive, the r kinetics speed up. As a result, 
the time in which the r particle remains in closing state is more than the time when it is in 
the opening state. Therefore, the inward positive It current is reduced and the membrane 
becomes successively more negative between each pulse. This shift in membrane voltage 
widens the gap between the membrane potential and the threshold potential. Thus, the 
spike rate is reduced. This appears to be the origin of short-term adaptation. In Model-III, 
the membrane voltage drops at the early pulses to -2 m V and remain around this value. 
Looking at the kinetics of /KLT (Fig. 4.2 on page 39), the activation particle w becomes 
activated during the depolarization phase and the kinetics speed up 10-fold. Due to the 
relatively fast kinetics of w ( 'rw ~ 100 !lS at 30 m V relative membrane potential), lKLT tends 
to hyperpolarize the membrane (the membrane becomes more negative due to the efflux of 
positive charges of potassium) at the early few milliseconds. The very slow inactivating 
particle z is half inactivated at positive voltages and opposes the activation of w. Model-IV 
has a combined behavior between that of Model-II and Model-Ill. It starts at lower value 
than Model-11 but higher than Model-III, then decreases linearly down to the asymptotic 
values of Model-III but not as low as Model-II. 

In the "first-spike" case (Fig. 6.6C), the membrane potential is analyzed for trials in 
which an action potential at the occurrence of the first pulse only is generated. The spike 
due to the first pulse elevates the membrane potential of Model-l to higher levels (~6 mV), 
where the membrane does not have sufficient time to return to nominal rest before the ar
rival of the subsequent pulse. The membrane voltage drops to -2 m V in the following two 
pulses before it reaches a steady-state value, as in the "no-spike" case ( -1 m V). Model-II 
exhibits a smaller refractory period (as evidenced by the lower averaged membrane voltage 

3Significance level Pis calculated from a paired Student's t-test. 
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~3.8 mV, which indicates that the membrane returns to nominal rest faster) than in Model
l. The positive elevation in the membrane potential deactivates the r particle and therefore 
Jh is reduced. In the following pulse, the membrane potential drops to -2 m V, similar 
to Model-l. However, Model-IT membrane potential continues to drop until it reaches a 
steady-state value as in the "no-spike" case. On the other hand, Model-III and Model-IV 
show very short refractory period compared to Models-! and II (the membrane voltages 
between the first and second pulse are -0.5 and -1.5 mV, respectively). This is due to 
the relatively fast kinetics of w, which becomes fully activated during an action potential. 
The membrane potentials for both models then drop temporarily before elevating again. 
Model-III settles at the steady-state level as in "no-spike" while Model-IV drops again to 
values similar to Model-II. 

In the "middle-spike" case (Fig. 6.6D), trials are taken for cases where an action po
tential is generated in response to the 20th pulse. The behavior noticed here is somewhat a 
combination between tt.e "no-spike" and the "first-spike" cases. That is, the model behaves 
like the former at the beginning of the pulse sequence. Then, the membrane voltage resets 
and behaves like the latter case. 

Finally, the "suprathreshold" case (Fig. 6.6E), in which the models are stimulated with 
suprathreshold current that produces 0.999 firing probability to the first pulse. The four 
models show first puis,~ response similar to that in Fig. 6.6C. Thereafter, the membrane 
voltage drops with subsequent pulses, with the time-course differing between models. 
Model-l fires continuously, as determined by the fairly constant positive relative mem
brane voltage. The Mcdel-II membrane voltage decreases linearly until it reaches -5 mV. 
The decrease here is stronger than the one in Fig. 6.6C, because the continuous generation 
of action potential tends to fully deactivate the r particle, therefore, closing of r gating par
ticle and the reduction of h. During later pulses, the chances for getting action potentials 
are lower. The Model-III membrane voltage drops rapidly to a more negative value and 
remains there (~-3 mV), due to the continuous activation ofw. The Model-IV membrane 
voltage has similar response to Model-III at the beginning of the pulse sequence, then it 
drops linearly until it reaches asymptotic values similar to Model-IT. 

To get more insight about the effects of the different stimulation conditions on the 
behavior of Model-IT, ~:he inter-pulse interval membrane potential and the r gating particle 
values of Model-IT are displayed in Figs. 6.7 A and 6.7B on page 83, respectively. As 
shown in Fig. 6.7, Jh has strong influence on the membrane potential. The continuous 
depolarization of the membrane during an action potential tends to deactivate r and shut 
down Jh. This is emphasized by the linear reduction in the relative membrane potential in 
the subthreshold stimulating cases ("no-spike", "first-spike", and "middle-spike"). In the 
"suprathreshold" case. the negative slope becomes steeper, showing more reduction than 
in the other cases. This is due to the continuous firing of the membrane that shifts the 
membrane potential to more positive values (at the peak of the AP). Therefore, the r gating 
particle values tend to deactivate and the Jh is reduced. The fairly shallow slopes of the 
membrane potentials is due to the slow kinetics of Jh. 
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Figure 6.6: Averaged inter-pulse membrane potential as a function in pulse sequence for 
Models-I (blue), II (red), III (green), and IV (black). Pulse rate is 2000 pulsejs. Each 
point is computed by averaging the last 100 ms of the inter-pulse gap before the arrival of 
the subsequent pulse, then calculating the mean (filled circles) ± one standard deviation 
(error bars) from 50 Monte-Carlo simulations. Five stimulation conditions are defined: A 
is the "zero-current" injection (zero firing probability); B is "no-spike"; C is "first-spike" 
in response to the first pulse only; D is the "middle-spike" in response to the 20th pulse 
only; and E is the "suprathreshold" stimulation. Stimulus levels for B, C, and D are at 0.2 
firing probability to the first pulse while the stimulus level forE is 0.999 firing probability 
to the first pulse. (continued on page 81 and 82 '--+) 
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6.5 Discussion 

Clinical Cis use high rate stimulus pulses to stimulate the AN. Rubinstein et al. (1999) 
suggested that higher pulse rates desynchronize the ANF response, which may improve 
neural representation and reduce the differences between acoustic and electric stimula
tion. Litvak et al. (2001) investigated Rubinstein and colleagues' study and reported are
duction in spike rate in the AN with increasing pulse rate associated with electrical stimu
lation, which they attributed to adaptation rather than refractoriness. 

Adaptation was observed during early acoustic stimulation studies of AN fibers (Kiang 
et al., 1965), and was attributed to the depletion of neurotransmitters at the hair cell synapse 
(Westermann and Smith, 1984; Smith and Brachman, 1982; Javel, 1996) . Three types of 
adaptation were reported: i) rapid; ii) short-term; iii) long-term. Javel (1996) reported a 
fourth type, that is very-long-term adaptation. Nonetheless, studies have shown that hair 
cells are not the only source of adaptation. Adaptation may results also from intrinsic 
membrane properties (Mo and Davis, 1997b; Mo et al., 2002; Nourski et al., 2006; Zhang 
et al., 2007). Zhang et al. (2007) and Miller et al. (2008) built their work on Litvak and 
colleagues, and compared between electrical and acoustic stimulations. They concluded 
that electrical stimulation response shows rapid- and short-terms adaptation time constants 
that are similar to those observed during acoustic stimulation (Zhang et al., 2007; Miller 
et al., 2008). Adaptation in spike rate reported in Zhang et al. (2007) was totaly electrical 
as the sensory organs of the ears were chemically deafened. This should resemble the 
case when nearly all the hair cells are completely damaged during clinically implanted Cis 
stimulation. 

The analysis conducted in this chapter was to build an accurate Hodgkin-Huxley based 
model that may better explain adaptation in ANFs in response to electric stimulation. 
Results of pulse-train response were presented. Responses from Models-11, III, and IV 
(Hodgkin-Huxley model with h, Hodgkin-Huxley model with IKLT· and Hodgkin-Huxley 
model with bothlh and lKLT, respectively) were compared to the response of Model-l 
(standard Hodgkin-Huxley model), and to physiological data from Zhang et al. (2007) 
and Miller et al. (2008). The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model in this report did not show 
any signs of spike rate adaptation. Only, spike reduction due to refractoriness was observed. 

Mo et al. (2002) stimulated the spiral ganglion neurons of a mouse and concluded that 
low-threshold potassium is responsible in maintaining rapid adaptation. Adding lKLT to 
Hodgkin-Huxley model reduces spike rate due to the activation of w, which influences 
the membrane to be more negative. This reduction more likely explains rapid adaptation, 
consistent with Mo et al. (2002). One can argue that the reduction is due to refractoriness 
and/or the low firing probability. However, the presence of lKLT shortens the refractory 
period as reported in Rothman and Manis (2003c). The simulations show similar results, 
where the model with the IKLT has shorter refractory period than the standard Hodgkin
Huxley model (Fig. 6.6). 

Adding Ih to the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model showed strong short-term adaptation 
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effects that increases with pulse rate. Adaptation observed in the simulation results were 
very close to physiological results (Zhang et al., 2007). When the membrane is depolar
ized, the r gating partide kinetics become faster than at rest. Consequently, /h gets fully 
deactivated, and, the membrane potential becomes more negative between pulses. As a 
result, the current reqmred to reach threshold increases and the spike rate is reduced for a 
constant current pulse train. These results are matched to physiological data, as Mo and 
Davis (1997b), Bal and Oertel (2000), and Rodrigues and Oertel (2006) have shown that /h 
regulates excitability iL neurons and maintain resting potential. Long-term adaptation was 
not considered in this study. 

Adding both/hand /KLT to the standard Hodgkin-Huxley model show combined char
acteristics of /KLT and h alone, that is, rapid and short-term adaptation, and short refractory 
period. It should be noted that adaptation and refractoriness have combined effects on the 
spike reduction. Refra:toriness limits the maximum spike rate, while adaptation reduces 
the spike rate across the stimulation period cumulatively (Miller et al., 2008). 

In summary, /h is responsible for short-term adaptation and /KLT is responsible for rapid 
adaptation. The proposed model shows more accurate simulation results than the standard 
Hodgkin-Huxley model. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusiorts and Future Work 

7.1 Summary of Conclusions 

This thesis describes a computational model for a node of Ranvier in auditory nerve 
fibers. The model is ba;;ed on a stochastic Hodgkin-Huxley model adjusted to mammalian 
body temperature. The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model includes the fast sodium and the 
delayed rectifier potassium currents. The standard Hodgkin-Huxley model is modified to 
include: i) hyperpolarization activated cation currents and ii) the low threshold potassium 
currents. Results are computed from the response to single-pulse and pulse-train currents. 
Stimulation pulses are similar to those used in clinical cochlear implants. The proposed 
model presented here i;; an attempt to improve modelling of ANFs in response to CI stim
ulation and describe more accurately phenomena not fully explained in previous models. 
This model may help [n improving CI functionality by designing new signal processing 
strategies that take into account adaptation in spike rate that results from high stimulus 
pulse rates (Litvak et al., 2001; Javel and Shepherd, 2000; Zhang et al., 2007). 

Adding IKLT to an Hodgkin-Huxley model improves the response of the model by 
showing some of the membrane temporal properties that are not described by the Hodgkin
Huxley model alone. Simulation results show a positive correlation between random thresh
old fluctuations and pulse width. This is consistent with physiological data from cat ANFs 
(Bruce et al., 2000b; Ferguson et al., 2003). Adding /KLT also acts to reduce the refrac
tory period. Rothman and Manis (2003c) reported similar result in VCN neurons. Rapid 
adaptation explained in Mo and Davis (1997b), Mo et al. (2002), and Zhang et al. (2007) is 
demonstrated in the pulse-train simulations. 

When /h is included, the model exhibits the short-term adaptation explained in Zhang 
et al. (2007) and Miller et al. (2008). Simulation results show that the reduction in spike rate 
is attributed to cumulative decrease in the membrane potential, therefore acts on reducing 
the discharge probabiLty. The decrease in membrane potential is also observed even when 
no action potential (spike) is elicited. This would suggests that spike rate adaptation is 
stimulus dependent rather than spike dependent. This argument is supported by Mo and 
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Davis (1997a), Bal and Oertel (2000), and Rodrigues and Oertel (2006) who showed that 
h maintains resting potential and controls excitability. 

Finally, the model shows combined properties of Jh and JKLT when both currents are 
added simultaneously. 

7.2 Limitations of the Model and Future Developments 

Although, the model presented in this study accounts for many of the membrane proper
ties observed in the physiological data and not considered in the standard Hodgkin-Huxley 
model, a number of issues remain unresolved. A series of approximations for the mem
brane characteristics are assumed to facilitate in the implementation of the model, thereby, 
limiting the accuracy of the model: 

1. Activation/inactivation curves for w, z, and r are expressed in terms of relative mem
brane potential rather than their absolute values to accommodate for the differences 
in resting membrane potential values between different models on which the channel 
equations were based. 

2. Values for single channel conductances for hand JKLT (/hand ')'KLT, respectively) and 
the number of channels need further investigation. The criteria used in their selection 
in this study is somewhat speculative. Physiological studies have shown that there 
are variations in the maximum conductance of Jh (gh) values along different regions 
in the auditory system (Mo and Davis, 1997a; Bal and Oertel, 2000). The number 
of channels at the nodes of Ranvier is calculated from channel densities. Channel 
densities also are non-uniformly distributed along a single axon, which implies that 
the number of channels varies as well (Bruce et al., 1999c). 

3. The leakage reversal potential Elk is kept variable to maintain a fixed resting mem
brane potential regardless of the channel-type combination used (Rothman and Ma
nis, 2003b). An alternative approach could be to keep Elk fixed and vary the leakage 
resistance. However, in this case large changes in the leakage resistance would be 
required if the value E1k were close to the combined reversal potential of the other 
channels. 

4. Switching between model versions with and without the KLT channel type is achieved 
by turning the conductance /'KLT "on" and "off' without changing the number of 
delayed-rectifier potassium channels. An alternative approach could be adjusting the 
distribution of delayed-rectifier potassium channels to keep a fixed number of potas
sium channels for the different versions of the model. 

5. The thermal coefficient factors QlO for Jh and IKLT are still speculative (Rothman and 
Manis, 2003b; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006). 
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6. The time course of Jh single channel kinetics is described in this model by a single 
exponential func:ion (Fu et al., 1997; Rothman and Manis, 2003b). However, more 
than one study hhs shown that Jh kinetics can best be fit to a double exponential func
tion (Chen, 1997; Bal and Oertel, 2000; Rodrigues and Oertel, 2006). Bal and Oertel 
(2000) went further by fitting the Jh deactivation time course to a single exponential 
function whereas the activation time course was fit to a double exponential function. 

7. The model is limited to a single node of Ranvier, which ignores the spatial aspect of 
the ANFs. Hence:::, the model should be extended into an axonal model which consists 
of several nodes of Ranvier and possibly the soma. This could be beneficial when 
studying the interaction between nodes during action potential generation. The intra
cellular current injection should be replaced with an extracellular electrode model to 
resemble CI stimulation and account for nodes interaction. 

8. The model does not clearly differentiate between auditory nerve fibers in healthy 
or deafened ears. However, CI users suffer mainly from sensorineural hearing loss, 
which is associated with substantial changes in the nerve morphology (Shepherd and 
Javel, 1997). Sueh changes may include: extensive loss of the peripheral dendrites, 
demyelinization of spiral ganglion neurons, and change in sites of spike initiation 
during short-tem1 deafness, and severe loss in the population of spiral ganglion neu
rons during long-term deafness. Shepherd and Javel (1997) have shown that these 
pathological changes affect the nerve response. Cochlear pathologies should be taken 
into consideration in future models. 

9. The model only addresses four types of voltage-gated ion channels (fast N a+, delayed 
rectifier K+, KL':~ and HCN). However there are other types of channels, such as the 
voltage-gated Ca 2+, calcium activated K+, and transient K+ (Mo and Davis, 1997 a,b; 
Hille, 2001; Adamson et al., 2002; Rothman and Manis, 2003a), not considered in 
this model, that may play a role in shaping the action potential and the membrane 
properties. Adding these channels to the model should improve its accuracy. 

10. From the above observations, it is clear that further physiological studies for more 
accurate estimates of membrane parameters would be beneficial. 
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Appendix 1\ 

Simulation Results of Chapter 5 

Table A.1: 100 flS/ cf>- 0 flS gap 

anodic cathodic 
I II ill IV I II ill IV 

TH 25.50 29.27 27.49 31.40 43.35 42.28 42.24 42.24 pA 
RS 3.85 3.83 4.93 4.40 4.14 4.05 4.66 4.40 % 
LT 0.288 0.282 0.280 0.272 0.455 0.432 0.437 0.418 ms 
JT 20.80 25.4 22.8 18.1 39.36 35.57 33.87 26.05 flS 
Amp 130.30 126.90 126.60 123.50 134.41 131.46 131.45 128.84 mV 

Table A.2: 700 flS/ cf>- 0 flS gap 

anodic cathodic 
I II III IV I II III IV 

TH 8.01 11.38 11.90 15.60 7.97 11.07 9.67 13.06 pA 
RS 4.33 3.93 8.77 7.21 4.28 4.15 7.79 6.68 % 
LT 0.79 0.745 0.548 0.52 1.53 1.48 1.35 1.29 ms 
JT 69.86 84.63 72.71 73.23 65.74 78.47 75.92 70.32 flS 
Amp 127.13 123.8LJ. 124.74 122.04 131.15 128.24 129.47 127.38 mV 
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Table A.3: Monophasic 

anodic, 100 flS anodic, 700 flS 
I II III IV I II III IV 

TH 21.62 25.67 24.01 28.06 7.97 11.33 11.93 15.55 pA 
RS 4.46 4.10 5.45 5.02 4.29 4.03 9.04 7.27 % 
LT 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.81 0.75 0.53 0.51 ms 
JT 43.39 33.64 30.25 28.57 77.21 86.91 69.70 67.01 flS 
Amp 131.78 129.09 128.26 125.73 127.17 123.90 125.16 122.62 mV 

Table A.4: 100 flS/ (/>- 200 f1S gap 

anodic cathodic 
I II III IV I II III IV 

TH 21.63 25.69 24.03 28.03 24.37 26.78 24.79 27.73 pA 
RS 4.37 3.95 5.68 5.15 4.22 4.02 5.45 5.06 % 
LT 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.64 0.62 0.62 0.60 ms 
JT 36.54 34.38 31.50 27.12 43.64 37.29 36.98 31.63 flS 
Amp 131.64 129.00 128.28 125.65 133.76 130.98 130.83 128.24 mV 
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